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NOW APPROVED
Dry eye starts with
tear film disruption.1

Treat by activating
tear film production.2
INTRODUCING A WHOLE NEW WAY TO TREAT DRY EYE DISEASE.2
Tyrvaya™, the first and only nasal spray approved to treat the signs
and symptoms of dry eye, is believed to activate the trigeminal
parasympathetic pathway via the nose, resulting in increased tear film
production.2 The exact mechanism of action is unknown at this time.
Watch Tyrvaya in action at Tyrvaya-pro.com.

INDICATION
TyrvayaTM (varenicline solution) Nasal Spray
is indicated for the treatment of the signs
and symptoms of dry eye disease.
Please see Brief Summary of Prescribing
Information on the adjacent page and the full
Prescribing Information at Tyrvaya-pro.com.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
Adverse Reactions
The most common adverse reaction reported in
82% of patients was sneezing. Events that were
reported in 5-16% of patients were cough, throat
irritation, and instillation-site (nose) irritation.
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BRIEF SUMMARY: Consult the
full Prescribing Information for
complete product information
available at www.tyrvaya-pro.
com.
INDICATIONS AND USAGE
TYRVAYATM (varenicline solution)
nasal spray is a cholinergic
agonist indicated for the
treatment of the signs and
symptoms of dry eye disease.
ADVERSE REACTIONS
Clinical Trials Experience:
Because clinical trials are
conducted under widely varying
conditions, adverse reaction
rates observed in the clinical
trials of a drug cannot be directly
compared to rates in the clinical
trials of another drug and may
not reflect the rates observed in
practice.
In three clinical trials of dry
eye disease conducted with
varenicline solution nasal
spray, 349 patients received at
least 1 dose of TYRVAYA. The
majority of patients had 31 days
of treatment exposure, with a
maximum exposure of 105 days.
The most common adverse
reactions reported in 82% of
TYRVAYA treated patients was
sneezing. Other common adverse
reactions that were reported in
>5% of patients include cough
(16%), throat irritation (13%), and
instillation-site (nose) irritation
(8%).
USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
Pregnancy: Risk Summary:
There are no available data
on TYRVAYA use in pregnant
women to inform any drug
associated risks. In animal
reproduction studies, varenicline
did not produce malformations at
clinically relevant doses.
All pregnancies have a risk
of birth defect, loss, or other
adverse outcomes. In the US
general population, the estimated
background risk of major birth
defects and miscarriage in
clinically recognized pregnancies
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is 2% to 4% and 15% to 20%,
respectively.
Data: Animal Data: Pregnant rats
and rabbits received varenicline
succinate during organogenesis
at oral doses up to 15 and 30
mg/kg/day, respectively. While
no fetal structural abnormalities
occurred in either species,
maternal toxicity, characterized
by reduced body weight gain, and
reduced fetal weights occurred
in rabbits at the highest dose
(4864 times the MRHD on a mg/
m2 basis).
In a pre- and postnatal
development study, pregnant rats
received up to 15 mg/kg/day of
oral varenicline succinate from
organogenesis through lactation.
Maternal toxicity, characterized
by a decrease in body weight
gain, was observed at 15 mg/kg/
day (1216 times the MRHD on a
mg/m2 basis). Decreased fertility
and increased auditory startle
response occurred in offspring at
the highest maternal dose of
15 mg/kg/day.
Lactation: Risk summary: There
are no data on the presence of
varenicline in human milk, the
effects on the breastfed infant,
or the effects on milk production.
In animal studies varenicline
was present in milk of lactating
rats. However, due to speciesspecific differences in lactation
physiology, animal data may
not reliably predict drug levels in
human milk.
The lack of clinical data
during lactation precludes
a clear determination of the
risk of TYRVAYA to an infant
during lactation; however, the
developmental and health
benefits of breastfeeding
should be considered along
with the mother’s clinical need
for TYRVAYA and any potential
adverse effects on the breastfed
child from TYRVAYA.
Pediatric Use: Safety and
efficacy of TYRVAYA in
pediatric patients have not been
established.
Geriatric Use: No overall
differences in safety or
effectiveness have been
observed between elderly and
younger adult patients.
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THAWING OUT WITH HOT NEWS

Punxsutawney Phil emerged from his tree stump this month to see his shadow, which according to lore means 6 more weeks of winter. Amid this chill,
the Ophthalmology Times® team has put together some hot news to thaw
things out.
On the cover of this month’s issue, we dig into therapeutics and the FDA’s
much-anticipated approval of faricimab, the only injectable treatment
simultaneously approved by the FDA to treat both wet age-related macular
geneneration and diabetic macular edema, facilitates flexible dosing regimens
based on the patient’s anatomy and their visual outcomes. Charles Wykoff,
MD, PhD, says it could improve patients' vision and potentially lower the
treatment burden with fewer injections over time.
Our surgery section includes an examination of robot-assisted glaucoma
surgery. According to Sean Ianchulev, MD, MPH, this technology results in
20 to 40 times more precision for surgeons. The first robotic gonio surgery
system was developed by the ophthalmology innovation team at New York
Eye and Ear Infirmary of Mount Sinai in New York, New York.
Cutting-edge advancements continue in device technology, and in this issue
we talk to John A. Hovanesian, MD, who offers data from a study that evaluated
a new nondiffractive extended depth-of-focus IOL, the Vivity IOL from Alcon.
Imaging also continues to be an area of innovation. Knowledge of the optics
of the eye is essential to have an understanding of biometry, and Julie Schallhorn, MD, MS, offers some insight on this topic for new ophthalmologists.
Our team has put together great clinical diagnosis content, looking at a
treatment option to beat Demodex mites. Until recently, there was no treatment that specifically targeted the Demodex; lotilaner ophthalmic solution,
0.25%, an eye drop, will fill that gap, according to Jennifer Loh, MD.
In gene therapy, William Trattler, MD, discusses genetic testing and its
importance to identifying keratoconus suspects. He points out that a problem
with keratoconus is that it is often identified late. Results of slit-lamp examinations can look normal in patients with mild disease, and the signs appear
only once the disease has progressed to the moderate to severe stages.
Enjoy this issue of Ophthalmology Times® and stay safe, healthy … and
warm!

Mike Hennessy jr,
President and CEO of Ophthalmology Times®’
parent company, MJH Life Sciences®

ENEWS
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Times’® weekly newsletter
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E D I TO R I A L

DÉJÀ VU ALL OVER AGAIN
A recent report from Canada made headlines all over the
internet: Women are 32% more likely to die after an operation by a male surgeon, a study reveals.1 My first reaction,
denial, was rapidly followed by incredulity. I remember the
battle of the sexes from my childhood, and since women have outnumbered men in medical school for over a
decade—surely sexism is behind us in medicine? I know
many male surgeons and have never heard any express ill
will toward women or any group. So, I initially dismissed
this study.
However, the study results—published in JAMA Surgery—
deserve attention and cannot be denied. They demonstrate
the subtle interplay of medical culture, implicit bias, communication style, and, yes, sexism. Records of 1,320,108
patients who underwent 21 common surgical procedures
performed by 2937 surgeons between 2007 and 2019 were
studied.1 Women are 15% more likely to suffer complications or hospital readmission, and 32% more likely to die,
when a man rather than a woman operates.1
The findings are troubling and have sparked claims that
implicit sex biases among male surgeons may be to blame.1
Prior studies show that the severity of symptoms in female
patients is underappreciated, particularly among male physicians, and all patients may report less postoperative pain
to male clinicians.2 However, men treated by a male surgeon
had a 13% increase in death, compared with men treated
by a female surgeon.3 This demands a different explanation—what are female surgeons doing right?
Studies show that the patient-physician relationship
is strengthened by a shared identity, whether based on
gender, race, religion, or other lines of affiliation. Also,
a patient-centered model of communication improves
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patient outcomes. These 2 factors help explain the study
findings, because female doctors are more likely to use the
patient-centered model. I’ve noticed that social distancing,
wearing masks, and increased patient loads have made it
more challenging to forge a bond with my new patients, but
this study has made me redouble my efforts—patients are
more likely to follow treatment advice when they relate to
their doctor, and when their doctor relates to them.2
Despite multiple studies, surgery has not adopted a more
patient-centered model of care. We have evolved since the
days of “The House of God,” but deep-rooted cultural behaviors are slow to change. Female surgeons are still perceived
as less competent than their male counterparts.3 And any
discussion of gender and surgery must acknowledge that
surgical specialties remain dominated by men. Efforts to
recruit more women into surgery are not just about optics;
they are good for patient outcomes.
We do not need a battle of the sexes—we need a collaboration of the sexes with a goal of preventing patient suffering. For too many years, surgeons have ignored our patients’
requests for better patient-physician relationships. It’s déjà
vu all over again.
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surgery

The future is now for
robot-assisted glaucoma surgery
Utilizing new technology, surgeons can be 20 to 40 times more precise
By Lynda Charters;
Reviewed by Sean Ianchulev, MD, MPH

The first robotic gonio surgery system was
developed in the heat of the pandemic in
2020 by the ophthalmology innovation team
at New York Eye and Ear Infirmary of Mount
Sinai in New York, New York. This novel
surgical system could dramatically improve
outcomes for patients with glaucoma with its
remarkable level of precision that is unachievable during standard glaucoma surgery.
The glaucoma module of the system is the
first surgical application outside retina for
the Preceyes robotic system, which was first
CE marked in 2019 in Europe and is heading
toward FDA studies in the United States.
Sean Ianchulev, MD, MPH, said. a professor of ophthalmology at the Icahn School of
Medicine and director of ophthalmic innovation and technology at New York Eye and Ear
Infirmary of Mount Sinai, gave a presentation
on the system during the American Academy
of Ophthalmology 2021 annual meeting in
November, and pointed out that the robotic
system allows surgeons to achieve precision
during glaucoma surgery that is 1 to 2 μm,
compared with what can be accomplished
during a manual surgery.
“This is [approximately] a 20 to 40 times
increase over existing levels of surgical precision,” Ianchulev said.
Previously, this system was used in Europe
for retinal surgeries such as membrane peeling. It is now being developed for anterior
segment application with the minimally
invasive glaucoma surgery (MIGS) robot-assisted goniotomy and for stent implantation.
(Left) Robotic-assisted goniotomy adds a

new level of control.

February 2022
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Manual surgery limitations
One of the greatest limitations of manual surgeries is surgeon tremor, which can average,
during manual vitreoretinal surgery, a 182
root-mean-square tremor amplitude, with
approximately a 100-μm peak-to-peak vector
of magnitude. To emphasize this impact on a
glaucoma surgery, Ianchulev explained that in
Schlemm canal the structures can be as small
as 100 μm to 150 μm.

TAKE-HOME: Robotic gonio surgery

systems will transform surgical
instrumentation to facilitate new
surgical ability.

“When considering MIGS, we are at a new
inflection point of precision where devices
such as microstents and anatomic structures
(eg, trabecular meshwork) are exceedingly
small and require a much higher fidelity of
surgical intervention,” Ianchulev said. “With
the help of robotics, we can improve precision
from approximately 120 μm to 150 μm down
to approximately 5 μm.”
In a significant number of cases, microstents are often implanted outside the targeted and clinically relevant anatomy, which
nullifies their IOP-lowering effect. Ianchulev
related the case of one of his patients with
glaucoma who had been considered to have
well-controlled IOP following stent implantation. A follow-up evaluation showed that
the stent had been positioned well below the
trabecular meshwork.
“It was successfully deployed but anatomically and clinically inconsequential and not in
the desired location,” Ianchulev said.

Cutting-edge Advancements

surgery

(Right) Surgeons view the

robotic-assisted procedure.

(Images courtesy of Andrea Leonardi, MD)

The increased precision of robotic surgery is important because of the need to improve the outcomes of glaucoma surgeries.
Ianchulev said precision is the answer because of the problems that can arise during
glaucoma surgeries such as malpositioning
of stents and postoperative complications
such as hypotony. With greater precision
come greater surgical gains, he noted.
In fact, approximately 30% of MAUDE
safety reports in the FDA iStent (Glaukos)
database are related to malpositioning,
likely affecting both the safety and efficacy
of the procedure.

In the beginning…
The investigators started by adapting
the robotic retina technology for use in
glaucoma surgeries to attempt goniotomy
and stent implantation. The first step was
building an adaptation from 3D printing for
the coupling between the iStent injected
device and the robot to ensure successful
surgeries.
Ianchulev described the challenges of
developing this technology. One such challenge was adapting the angle of approach
that was needed for visualization for robotic
entry into the anterior chamber. Another
was developing the real parameters necessary to operate the high-precision device in
the angle using a joystick.
Ianchulev and Gautam Kamthan, MD,
in collaboration with the Preceyes robotics team in the Netherlands, were able to
demonstrate in a synthetic eye that robotic-assisted goniotomy can be successfully
performed in a very controlled way.
“This really attested to the lack of tremor
and high precision when operating this
device. There was almost zero tremor,”
Ianchulev said.
In like fashion, the team demonstrated
precise robotic deployment of the iStent
microstents with superior tremor-free
manipulation and accurate precise implantation into the trabecular meshwork of the

OphthalmologyTimes.com

synthetic model.
“This is so important because this level of
surgical precision has been unattainable before
and it is unknown what the outcomes will be a
result. This will transform surgical instrumentation to facilitate our new surgical ability,”
Ianchulev concluded.
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The article is adapted from Ianchulev’s
presentation at the American Academy
of Ophthalmology 2021 annual meeting. He is a scientific adviser to Preceyes Inc. Mount Sinai has invested in
this technology.
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Uplifting ptosis with 2 options:
Surgically and pharmacologically

In addition to affecting vision, this condition can have a psychological effect
By Lynda Charters;
Reviewed by Andrea Kossler, MD

Oculoplastic surgeons are experts at ptosis surgery. However, it is not for everyone, according
to Andrea Kossler, MD, an assistant professor
of ophthalmology at the Stanford University
School of Medicine and director of ophthalmic
plastic, reconstructive surgery, and orbital
oncology service at the Byers Eye Institute at
Stanford University in Stanford, California.
Eyelid ptosis is common and can affect
over 15% of individuals who are over 40
years of age. In addition, it comes in varying
degrees of severity and is mild in most cases.
Ptosis can have a psychological effect, in that
it affects how patients look and feel about
themselves. It also causes others to have
an erroneous impression about the affected
person’s physical status, because patients can
look tired or aged, Kossler commented.
More importantly, significant degrees of
ptosis can affect vision. Age-related, or aponeurotic, ptosis is the most common type of
this condition. A common cause of ptosis in
young adults in contact lens wear. Additionally, ocular surgery can result in ptosis, which
is reported in up to 10% of patients who have
undergone some procedures.

Surgery for ptosis
The good news is that ptosis is treatable
surgically and now may be treated pharmacologically. Ptosis surgery remains the gold
standard, although a pharmacologic treatment has entered the market.
Surgery can address the levator palpebrae
superioris muscle through an anterior approach and Muller muscle through a posterior approach, the latter of which is sympathetically innervated and controlled by the
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α-adrenergic receptor, Kossler explained.
When successful, ptosis improves vision,
the patient’s appearance, and quality of life,
and the effects are sustained over time. There
are some patients, however, who may not be
candidates for the surgery.

The good news
is that ptosis
is treatable
surgically and now
may be treated
pharmacologically.

Pharmacologic intervention
For patients who are not surgical candidates,
an exciting new pharmacologic option became
available in July 2020. This prescription, Upneeq (oxymetazoline hydrochloride ophthalmic solution 0.1%; RVL Pharmaceuticals, Inc),
is the first and only approved daily eye drop
for treating acquired ptosis in adults. It works
by stimulating the α-adrenergic agonist, and it
may stimulate Muller muscle.
Studies demonstrate that the pharmacologic effect can become rapidly apparent in
about 5 minutes but also can take up to 2
hours; the elevating effect lasts about 6 to 8
hours, Kossler said.
The formulation received FDA approval
based on phase 3 results of 2 randomized,
controlled trials that included about 304
patients. The results showed that following
instillation of the drop, there was significant
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improvement in the upper eyelid elevation (≈
1 mm). When compared with the vehicle, the
studies also showed a significant improvement
in the visual fields with use of this product.
To prescribe Upneeq, physicians must contact RVL Pharmacy in Sayreville, New Jersey,
which is the only pharmacy that carriers it.
Upneeq is not covered by insurance, and the
cost is about $105 per month.
The active component of Upneeq is the
same as that in Afrin (Bayer) and Visine (Johnson & Johnson), but the eye drop contains the
lower concentration of 0.1%.
The drug is associated with some adverse
effects, such as blurred vision and dry eye;
in clinical trials, 5% of patients developed
punctate keratitis, conjunctival infection,
ocular irritation, or headache. The long-term
adverse effects are as yet unknown.
In her practice, Kossler has prescribed
Upneeq for patients with mild ptosis, but
overcorrection can be a concern. She also
uses the drug in patients who are not yet
willing to undergo surgery to correct ptosis or
are not good surgical candidates.
Upneeq can also be used to temporarily
correct Botox (onabotulinumtoxinA, Allergan)-induced ptosis, to treat patients with
Graves disease who have mild eyelid asymmetry, and to correct temporary or permanent ptosis in the 10% of patients who may
develop the condition after ocular surgery,
she related.
Andrea Kossler, MD
E: akossler@stanford.edu

This article is adapted from Kossler’s
presentation at the virtual Real World
Ophthalmology 2021 meeting. She
previously was a consultant for RVL
Pharmaceuticals, but she currently
has no financial interest in this
subject matter.
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A Company Committed
to Biosimilar Science
Biosimilars are complex medicines that are highly similar to currently available biologic therapies
in terms of purity and structure, and have no clinically meaningful differences in safety or potency.1
As lower-priced alternatives to their originators, biosimilars can alleviate some of the burden on
healthcare systems and provide sustainable value to patients, physicians, payers, and society as
a whole.2,3 Biogen has been working in biosimilar medicines in Europe for years.
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Endophthalmitis risk can
increase after cataract surgery

Factors include type, case complexity, and history of diabetic retinopathy
By Lynda Charters

The risk factors for development of endophthalmitis after cataract surgery have been
identified as complex cataract procedures,
the performance of simultaneous vitreous
procedures, a history of diabetic macular
edema or proliferative diabetic retinopathy,
male sex, and certain cataract types.
A large retrospective analysis using the
IRIS (Intelligence Research in Sight) Registry
showed that these factors are associated with
significantly higher rates of endophthalmitis, according to Michael H. Goldstein, MD,
president and chief medical officer of Ocular
Therapeutix Inc.
Endophthalmitis is rare after cataract surgery, but it does occur and is vision threatening, with incidence rates ranging from
0.5 to 3.0 cases per 1000 cataract surgeries.
Goldstein pointed out that the incidence rate
between 2013 and 2017 was 0.42 cases per
1000 surgeries based on IRIS Registry data.
The investigators also wanted to determine
if use of the ReSure Sealant impacted the
incidence rate of endophthalmitis one way or
the other. This hydrogel sealant creates an in
situ temporary soft-surface barrier to prevent
wound leaks from clear corneal incisions up
to 3.5 mm in size following cataract surgery.
Goldstein and colleagues conducted a
retrospective analysis of IRIS Registry data
to compare the incidence of endophthalmitis
within 30 days of any cataract procedures
performed with and without the ReSure Sealant and to identify the incidence of endophthalmitis within 30 days after any cataract
surgery performed in the US.

Study design/results
This study was a post hoc analysis of patients
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who underwent cataract surgery from January 1, 2016, to December 1, 2019. All patients
were 22 years or older and underwent
phacoemulsification with intraocular lens
implantation and had completed 1 or more
visits within 30 days postoperatively. Practices must have provided data for 30 days or
more after surgery. All data were collected
from the IRIS Registry (P < .001
was considered significant).
“This study was one of the largest recent
data analyses performed to determine the
incidence of acute postoperative endophthalmitis after cataract surgery,” Goldstein said.
Data from more than 6,700,000 eyes (4.1
million patients; 58.9% women; mean age,
70.91 years) were included in the study. More
than 3.5 million eyes underwent surgery at
practices where ReSure Sealant was available. Almost three-fourths of patients were
Caucasian.
Approximately 93% of cases were routine,
and the remaining ones were considered
complex. Two-thirds of the cataracts were
the nuclear sclerotic type, and the rest in
descending order were cortical, posterior subcapsular, congenital, and traumatic. Glaucoma procedures were performed concurrently
in approximately 3.5% of cases and vitreous
procedures in approximately 0.5% of cases.
Slightly more than 20% of patients had a
history of diabetes.
Goldstein reported that the overall incidence of endophthalmitis was 0.633 case per
1000 surgeries (95% CI, 0.614-0.652).
When the data were stratified by the type
of cataract, the incidence of endophthalmitis
was significantly higher after complex procedure compared to routine procedures: 1.148
vs 0.592 case per 1000 surgeries, a difference
that reached significance (P < .0001).
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When the data were analyzed based on the
use or no use of ReSure Sealant, no significant difference was found in the incidence of
endophthalmitis: 0.609 vs 0.660, respectively,
which did not reach significance (P < .01).

TAKE-HOME: The retrospective analysis

can provide risk factors and help
identify those patients at high risk
for developing endophthalmitis
after cataract surgery.
The specific clinical risk factors that the
data analysis identified in association with
higher incidence rates of endophthalmitis
were complex cataract procedures (odds ratio
[OR], 1.67; P < .0001); concurrent vitreous
procedures (OR, 4.32; P < .0001); traumatic
(OR, 4.84; P < .0001), nuclear sclerotic (OR,
1.18; P < .0001), and posterior subcapsular
(OR, 1.21; P < .0001) cataracts; and a history
of proliferative diabetic retinopathy (OR,
1.53; P <.0001) or diabetic macular edema
(OR, 2.04; P < .0001). In addition, male sex
(OR, 1.19; P < .0001) was also identified as a
significant risk factor, as was multiethnicity
(OR, 2.60; P < .0001).
“These results provide risk factors for
endophthalmitis after cataract surgery from
2016 to 2019 and can help identify patients
at high risk of developing endophthalmitis
after cataract surgery,” Goldstein concluded.

Michael H. Goldstein, MD
E: info@ocutx.com

This article is adapted from Goldstein’s presentation
at the American Academy of Ophthalmology 2021
annual meeting. He is an employee of Ocular Therapeutix, Inc.
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Deep sclerectomy
surgery bests
traditional techniques
Comparisons show better outcomes and fewer complications

In recent decades, safety concerns have fueled
progress in glaucoma surgery techniques.
Standard trabeculectomy (TE) has well-known
complications such as hypotony; choroidal
detachment; flat anterior chamber; hyphemia;
acute or late endophthalmitis; and, in some
cases, surgery-induced cataract.
Many new methods, including nonpenetrating surgical procedures, have been developed
in the search for an alternative approach.
Deep sclerectomy (DS) has become one of the
most widely used nonpenetrating surgeries
in primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG), and
there is good evidence regarding its efficacy
and safety.1
In DS, removing the inner wall of Schlemm
canal and the juxtacanalicular trabecular
meshwork enhances aqueous outflow. The
trabeculo-Descemet membrane (TDM) remains
intact to control and prevent excessive aqueous outflow, which offers an advantage in
comparison with TE.
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The low complication rates of DS offer
an opportunity to perform the surgery at
an earlier stage of glaucoma, and it can be
considered as first-line therapy in cases when
eye drops are not enough to control the IOP or
if laser treatment is unavailable.2 DS can also
be considered if the adherence of the patient
is uncertain.
Moreover, DS is preferred in uveitic
glaucoma with open angle as it causes less
inflammation than penetrating procedures.3
Another indication with which DS is the
more appropriate choice of procedure is high
myopia, which has a higher risk of choroidal
detachment.4
In the presence of risk factors for inflammation such as chronic blepharitis, or for patients
with dementia, DS could be considered to
reduce the risk of endophthalmitis. Cataract
surgery in patients with glaucoma is a good indication to reduce the IOP through combined
surgery (phaco with DS).5-7 On the other hand,
neovascular glaucoma is considered a contraindication to DS, because the TDM filtration
can be decreased or stopped by the fibrovascu-
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lar membrane over the iridocorneal angle.
Similarly, cases of iridocorneal endothelial syndrome are contraindicated for DS. A
narrow angle is considered a relative contraindication because of possible anterior synechia
formation or iris incarceration following
surgery.8 Eyes with damaged trabeculae (eg,
posttraumatic angle recession, post laser
trabeculoplasty) are also relatively contraindicated for DS, as surgical success depends on
the integrity of angle structures.1
The different biometric changes following
TE and DS, which may be important in cases
such as combined surgery, are discussed as
follows.

Biometric changes after TE and DS

Astigmatism
Claridge et al studied and controlled 29
patients admitted for TE.9 Subjective and
automated refraction, manual keratometry,
and corneal topography were assessed preand postoperatively, and the results confirm
that glaucoma surgery has an influence on
astigmatism.
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After TE there was an increase in vertical
keratometry producing with-the-rule (WTR)
astigmatism. Moreover, the topographic changes lasted for at least 12 months after surgery.
These changes could have a significant effect
on visual function in some patients.9
Rosen et al used corneal topography preoperatively and at 12 weeks postoperatively to show
a WTR shift of 1.5 D to 2.5 D of cylinder, which
was underestimated by keratometry.10 This
was thought to relate to tight sutures, excessive
cautery, or a large drainage bleb.9 This change
in astigmatism would interfere with precise
measurement of the IOL in combined surgery.
In a report by Corcostegui et al reviewing 38
eyes of 35 patients, there was no clinically significant refractive change following phaco-DS
surgery.11 This could be down to the flat bleb
after DS. Moreover, the sutures in DS should
not be tight like those in TE. A recent review
by Chan et al suggests that the astigmatism
change stabilizes at 3 months after TE.12
Anterior chamber depth
Anterior chamber depth (ACD) is another
variable after glaucoma surgery. Husain et al
analyzed 122 patients over 5 years after TE
and found that the mean decrease in ACD
from baseline was 0.11 mm at all postoperative visits.13
However, Bouhéraoua et al evaluated
parameters including ACD in 20 eyes of 20
patients who underwent DS for POAG. Measurements were taken 1 day preoperatively,
then on days 1, 7, and 30 postoperatively, and
surgery was not found to affect ACD.14 This
could be a result of the controlled filtration
through TDM in DS.
Axial length
Husain et al reported that, 5 years after TE,
axial length (AL) was shorter by about 0.16
mm compared with the value before surgery.13
This has an effect of about 0.4 D, which is
sometimes significant visually.
On the other hand, García et al., who
studied 22 patients who had undergone DS,
reported that the decrease in AL 1 year after
DS was 0.08 mm.15 The difference is thought
to be related to the amount of filtration after
glaucoma surgery.
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Endothelial cell loss
Phaco surgery can result in damage to the endothelium in the cornea.16 Glaucoma surgery
is another well-known cause of endothelial
cell loss (ECL), but it occurs less with DS than
with TE.
Arnavielle et al studied 62 eyes of 62 patients
and reported ECL values of 7% after TE and
2.6% after DS 3 months after surgery, then, 12
months after surgery, 9.6% with TE and 4.5%
with DS.17 Some surgeons prefer to include
paracentesis in DS surgery to reduce the
aqueous humor in the anterior chamber, which
reduces the chances of perforating the TDM.
This may be the cause of more ECL in DS.
Reduced endothelial cell count may lead
to corneal decompensation in the long term
and this should be considered in combined
surgery: it is wise to measure the endothelial
cell count before surgery. Regardless of this,
DS offers an advantage to the patient with
reduced endothelial cell count.
Overall, DS has many advantages that may
make glaucoma surgery or combined surgery
in many patients safer and more successful.
This is particularly relevant in developing
countries, where minimally invasive glaucoma
surgery (MIGS) might be difficult to afford or
unavailable; also, MIGS might not reduce the
IOP enough to reach the target pressure.
Abdelwahhab Azzawi, MD, FEBO, MRCPS
E: dr.a.azzawi@gmail.com

Azzawi is head of the Azzawi clinic in Grossenhain
in Sachsen, Germany. He has no financial disclosures related to this content.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
CONTRAINDICATIONS

• EYLEA is contraindicated in patients with ocular or periocular infections, active intraocular inflammation, or known
hypersensitivity to aflibercept or to any of the excipients in EYLEA.

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS

• Intravitreal injections, including those with EYLEA, have been associated with endophthalmitis and retinal detachments.
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in the combined group of patients treated with EYLEA compared with 4.2% (12 out of 287) in the control group. There were no
reported thromboembolic events in the patients treated with EYLEA in the first six months of the RVO studies.
EYLEA is a registered trademark of Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
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EYLEA ACHIEVED RAPID, SUSTAINED OUTCOMES IN DME
Demonstrated efficacy outcomes in VISTA and VIVID, phase 3 anti-VEGF trials in DME (N=862)1

Mean change in BCVA (ETDRS letters) at Year 1 from baseline1-5,*
Initial Gains (Month 5)

Primary Endpoint (Year 1)

Prespecified Exploratory
Endpoint (Year 3)

VISTA

VIVID

VISTA

VIVID

VISTA

VIVID

EYLEA Q4

+10.3

+9.3

+12.5

+10.5

+10.4

+10.3

EYLEA Q8†

+9.9

+9.3

+10.7

+10.7

+10.5

+11.7

Control

+1.8

+1.8

+0.2

+1.2

+1.4

+1.6

(n=154)

(n=151)

(n=154)

(n=136)

(n=135)

(n=132)

(n=154)

(n=151)

(n=154)

(n=136)

(n=135)

(n=132)

(n=154)

(n=151)

(n=154)

(n=136)

(n=135)

(n=132)

P<0.01 vs control at Year 1.

The analyses of these exploratory endpoints were not multiplicity protected and are descriptive only.
Year 2 data was consistent with results seen in Year 1.5
VISTA and VIVID study designs: Two randomized, multicenter, double-masked, controlled clinical studies in which patients with DME (N=862; age range: 23-87 years,
with a mean of 63 years) were randomized and received: 1) EYLEA 2 mg Q8 following 5 initial monthly doses; 2) EYLEA 2 mg Q4; or 3) macular laser photocoagulation
(control) at baseline and then as needed. From Week 100, laser control patients who had not received EYLEA rescue treatment received EYLEA as needed per
re-treatment criteria. Protocol-specified visits occurred every 28 (±7) days.1
In both clinical studies, the primary efficacy endpoint was the mean change from baseline in BCVA at Week 52, as measured by ETDRS letter score.1
*Last observation carried forward; full analysis set.
†
Following 5 initial monthly doses.

SEE WHAT EYLEA COULD DO FOR YOUR PATIENTS WITH DME AT HCP.EYLEA.US
anti-VEGF, anti–vascular endothelial growth factor; BCVA, best-corrected visual acuity; ETDRS, Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study; Q4, every 4 weeks;
Q8, every 8 weeks.

ADVERSE REACTIONS

• Serious adverse reactions related to the injection procedure have occurred in <0.1% of intravitreal injections with EYLEA
including endophthalmitis and retinal detachment.
• The most common adverse reactions (≥5%) reported in patients receiving EYLEA were conjunctival hemorrhage, eye pain,
cataract, vitreous detachment, vitreous floaters, and intraocular pressure increased.
• Patients may experience temporary visual disturbances after an intravitreal injection with EYLEA and the associated eye
examinations. Advise patients not to drive or use machinery until visual function has recovered sufficiently.
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EYLEA® (aflibercept) Injection 2 mg (0.05 mL) is indicated for the treatment of patients with Neovascular (Wet) Age-related
Macular Degeneration (AMD), Macular Edema following Retinal Vein Occlusion (RVO), Diabetic Macular Edema (DME), and
Diabetic Retinopathy (DR).
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BRIEF SUMMARY—Please see the EYLEA
full Prescribing Information available
on HCP.EYLEA.US for additional
product information.
1 INDICATIONS AND USAGE
EYLEA is a vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) inhibitor indicated for the treatment of patients with:
Neovascular (Wet) Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD), Macular Edema Following Retinal Vein Occlusion (RVO), Diabetic
Macular Edema (DME), Diabetic Retinopathy (DR).
4 CONTRAINDICATIONS
4.1 Ocular or Periocular Infections
EYLEA is contraindicated in patients with ocular or periocular infections.
4.2 Active Intraocular Inflammation
EYLEA is contraindicated in patients with active intraocular inflammation.
4.3 Hypersensitivity
EYLEA is contraindicated in patients with known hypersensitivity to aflibercept or any of the excipients in EYLEA. Hypersensitivity
reactions may manifest as rash, pruritus, urticaria, severe anaphylactic/anaphylactoid reactions, or severe intraocular inflammation.
5 WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
5.1 Endophthalmitis and Retinal Detachments
Intravitreal injections, including those with EYLEA, have been associated with endophthalmitis and retinal detachments [see Adverse
Reactions (6.1)]. Proper aseptic injection technique must always be used when administering EYLEA. Patients should be instructed
to report any symptoms suggestive of endophthalmitis or retinal detachment without delay and should be managed appropriately
[see Patient Counseling Information (17)].
5.2 Increase in Intraocular Pressure
Acute increases in intraocular pressure have been seen within 60 minutes of intravitreal injection, including with EYLEA [see Adverse
Reactions (6.1)]. Sustained increases in intraocular pressure have also been reported after repeated intravitreal dosing with vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) inhibitors. Intraocular pressure and the perfusion of the optic nerve head should be monitored and
managed appropriately.
5.3 Thromboembolic Events
There is a potential risk of arterial thromboembolic events (ATEs) following intravitreal use of VEGF inhibitors, including EYLEA. ATEs
are defined as nonfatal stroke, nonfatal myocardial infarction, or vascular death (including deaths of unknown cause). The incidence of
reported thromboembolic events in wet AMD studies during the first year was 1.8% (32 out of 1824) in the combined group of patients
treated with EYLEA compared with 1.5% (9 out of 595) in patients treated with ranibizumab; through 96 weeks, the incidence was
3.3% (60 out of 1824) in the EYLEA group compared with 3.2% (19 out of 595) in the ranibizumab group. The incidence in the DME
studies from baseline to week 52 was 3.3% (19 out of 578) in the combined group of patients treated with EYLEA compared with
2.8% (8 out of 287) in the control group; from baseline to week 100, the incidence was 6.4% (37 out of 578) in the combined group of
patients treated with EYLEA compared with 4.2% (12 out of 287) in the control group. There were no reported thromboembolic events
in the patients treated with EYLEA in the first six months of the RVO studies.
6 ADVERSE REACTIONS
The following potentially serious adverse reactions are described elsewhere in the labeling:
• Hypersensitivity [see Contraindications (4.3)]
• Endophthalmitis and retinal detachments [see Warnings and Precautions (5.1)]
• Increase in intraocular pressure [see Warnings and Precautions (5.2)]
• Thromboembolic events [see Warnings and Precautions (5.3)]
6.1 Clinical Trials Experience
Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse reaction rates observed in the clinical trials of a drug
cannot be directly compared to rates in other clinical trials of the same or another drug and may not reflect the rates observed
in practice.
A total of 2980 patients treated with EYLEA constituted the safety population in eight phase 3 studies. Among those, 2379 patients
were treated with the recommended dose of 2 mg. Serious adverse reactions related to the injection procedure have occurred in <0.1%
of intravitreal injections with EYLEA including endophthalmitis and retinal detachment. The most common adverse reactions (≥5%)
reported in patients receiving EYLEA were conjunctival hemorrhage, eye pain, cataract, vitreous detachment, vitreous floaters, and
intraocular pressure increased.
Neovascular (Wet) Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). The data described below reflect exposure to EYLEA in 1824 patients
with wet AMD, including 1223 patients treated with the 2-mg dose, in 2 double-masked, controlled clinical studies (VIEW1 and VIEW2)
for 24 months (with active control in year 1).
Safety data observed in the EYLEA group in a 52-week, double-masked, Phase 2 study were consistent with these results.

Table 1: Most Common Adverse Reactions (≥1%) in Wet AMD Studies
Baseline to Week 52
Adverse Reactions
Conjunctival hemorrhage
Eye pain
Cataract
Vitreous detachment
Vitreous floaters
Intraocular pressure increased
Ocular hyperemia
Corneal epithelium defect
Detachment of the retinal pigment epithelium
Injection site pain
Foreign body sensation in eyes
Lacrimation increased
Vision blurred
Intraocular inflammation
Retinal pigment epithelium tear
Injection site hemorrhage
Eyelid edema
Corneal edema
Retinal detachment

EYLEA
(N=1824)
25%
9%
7%
6%
6%
5%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
<1%

Active Control
(ranibizumab)
(N=595)
28%
9%
7%
6%
7%
7%
8%
5%
3%
3%
4%
1%
2%
3%
1%
2%
2%
1%
<1%

Baseline to Week 96
EYLEA
(N=1824)
27%
10%
13%
8%
8%
7%
5%
5%
5%
3%
4%
4%
4%
3%
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%

Control
(ranibizumab)
(N=595)
30%
10%
10%
8%
10%
11%
10%
6%
5%
4%
4%
2%
3%
4%
2%
2%
3%
1%
1%

Less common serious adverse reactions reported in <1% of the patients treated with EYLEA were hypersensitivity, retinal tear, and
endophthalmitis.
Macular Edema Following Retinal Vein Occlusion (RVO). The data described below reflect 6 months exposure to EYLEA with a
monthly 2 mg dose in 218 patients following central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO) in 2 clinical studies (COPERNICUS and GALILEO)
and 91 patients following branch retinal vein occlusion (BRVO) in one clinical study (VIBRANT).

Manufactured by:
Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
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Table 2: Most Common Adverse Reactions (≥1%) in RVO Studies
CRVO
Adverse Reactions
Eye pain
Conjunctival hemorrhage
Intraocular pressure increased
Corneal epithelium defect
Vitreous floaters
Ocular hyperemia
Foreign body sensation in eyes
Vitreous detachment
Lacrimation increased
Injection site pain
Vision blurred
Intraocular inflammation
Cataract
Eyelid edema

EYLEA
(N=218)
13%
12%
8%
5%
5%
5%
3%
3%
3%
3%
1%
1%
<1%
<1%

BRVO
Control
(N=142)
5%
11%
6%
4%
1%
3%
5%
4%
4%
1%
<1%
1%
1%
1%

EYLEA
(N=91)
4%
20%
2%
2%
1%
2%
3%
2%
3%
1%
1%
0%
5%
1%

Control
(N=92)
5%
4%
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%
0%
0%

Less common adverse reactions reported in <1% of the patients treated with EYLEA in the CRVO studies were corneal edema, retinal
tear, hypersensitivity, and endophthalmitis.
Diabetic Macular Edema (DME) and Diabetic Retinopathy (DR). The data described below reflect exposure to EYLEA in 578 patients
with DME treated with the 2-mg dose in 2 double-masked, controlled clinical studies (VIVID and VISTA) from baseline to week 52 and
from baseline to week 100.

Table 3: Most Common Adverse Reactions (≥1%) in DME Studies
Baseline to Week 52
Adverse Reactions
Conjunctival hemorrhage
Eye pain
Cataract
Vitreous floaters
Corneal epithelium defect
Intraocular pressure increased
Ocular hyperemia
Vitreous detachment
Foreign body sensation in eyes
Lacrimation increased
Vision blurred
Intraocular inflammation
Injection site pain
Eyelid edema

EYLEA
(N=578)
28%
9%
8%
6%
5%
5%
5%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
<1%

Control
(N=287)
17%
6%
9%
3%
3%
3%
6%
3%
3%
2%
2%
<1%
<1%
1%

Baseline to Week 100
EYLEA
(N=578)
31%
11%
19%
8%
7%
9%
5%
8%
3%
4%
3%
3%
2%
2%

Control
(N=287)
21%
9%
17%
6%
5%
5%
6%
6%
3%
2%
4%
1%
<1%
1%

Less common adverse reactions reported in <1% of the patients treated with EYLEA were hypersensitivity, retinal detachment, retinal
tear, corneal edema, and injection site hemorrhage.
Safety data observed in 269 patients with nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR) through week 52 in the PANORAMA trial were
consistent with those seen in the phase 3 VIVID and VISTA trials (see Table 3 above).
6.2 Immunogenicity
As with all therapeutic proteins, there is a potential for an immune response in patients treated with EYLEA. The immunogenicity
of EYLEA was evaluated in serum samples. The immunogenicity data reflect the percentage of patients whose test results were
considered positive for antibodies to EYLEA in immunoassays. The detection of an immune response is highly dependent on the
sensitivity and specificity of the assays used, sample handling, timing of sample collection, concomitant medications, and underlying
disease. For these reasons, comparison of the incidence of antibodies to EYLEA with the incidence of antibodies to other products may
be misleading.
In the wet AMD, RVO, and DME studies, the pre-treatment incidence of immunoreactivity to EYLEA was approximately 1% to 3% across
treatment groups. After dosing with EYLEA for 24-100 weeks, antibodies to EYLEA were detected in a similar percentage range of
patients. There were no differences in efficacy or safety between patients with or without immunoreactivity.
8 USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
8.1 Pregnancy
Risk Summary
Adequate and well-controlled studies with EYLEA have not been conducted in pregnant women. Aflibercept produced adverse
embryofetal effects in rabbits, including external, visceral, and skeletal malformations. A fetal No Observed Adverse Effect Level
(NOAEL) was not identified. At the lowest dose shown to produce adverse embryofetal effects, systemic exposures (based on AUC for
free aflibercept) were approximately 6 times higher than AUC values observed in humans after a single intravitreal treatment at the
recommended clinical dose [see Animal Data].
Animal reproduction studies are not always predictive of human response, and it is not known whether EYLEA can cause fetal harm
when administered to a pregnant woman. Based on the anti-VEGF mechanism of action for aflibercept, treatment with EYLEA may
pose a risk to human embryofetal development. EYLEA should be used during pregnancy only if the potential benefit justifies the
potential risk to the fetus.
All pregnancies have a background risk of birth defect, loss, or other adverse outcomes. The background risk of major birth defects
and miscarriage for the indicated population is unknown. In the U.S. general population, the estimated background risk of major birth
defects and miscarriage in clinically recognized pregnancies is 2-4% and 15-20%, respectively.
Data
Animal Data
In two embryofetal development studies, aflibercept produced adverse embryofetal effects when administered every three days
during organogenesis to pregnant rabbits at intravenous doses ≥3 mg per kg, or every six days during organogenesis at subcutaneous
doses ≥0.1 mg per kg.
Adverse embryofetal effects included increased incidences of postimplantation loss and fetal malformations, including anasarca,
umbilical hernia, diaphragmatic hernia, gastroschisis, cleft palate, ectrodactyly, intestinal atresia, spina bifida, encephalomeningocele,
heart and major vessel defects, and skeletal malformations (fused vertebrae, sternebrae, and ribs; supernumerary vertebral arches
and ribs; and incomplete ossification). The maternal No Observed Adverse Effect Level (NOAEL) in these studies was 3 mg per kg.
Aflibercept produced fetal malformations at all doses assessed in rabbits and the fetal NOAEL was not identified. At the lowest
dose shown to produce adverse embryofetal effects in rabbits (0.1 mg per kg), systemic exposure (AUC) of free aflibercept was
approximately 6 times higher than systemic exposure (AUC) observed in humans after a single intravitreal dose of 2 mg.
8.2 Lactation
Risk Summary
There is no information regarding the presence of aflibercept in human milk, the effects of the drug on the breastfed infant, or the
effects of the drug on milk production/excretion. Because many drugs are excreted in human milk, and because the potential for
absorption and harm to infant growth and development exists, EYLEA is not recommended during breastfeeding.
The developmental and health benefits of breastfeeding should be considered along with the mother’s clinical need for EYLEA and any
potential adverse effects on the breastfed child from EYLEA.
8.3 Females and Males of Reproductive Potential
Contraception
Females of reproductive potential are advised to use effective contraception prior to the initial dose, during treatment, and for at least
3 months after the last intravitreal injection of EYLEA.
Infertility
There are no data regarding the effects of EYLEA on human fertility. Aflibercept adversely affected female and male reproductive
systems in cynomolgus monkeys when administered by intravenous injection at a dose approximately 1500 times higher than the
systemic level observed humans with an intravitreal dose of 2 mg. A No Observed Adverse Effect Level (NOAEL) was not identified.
These findings were reversible within 20 weeks after cessation of treatment.
8.4 Pediatric Use
The safety and effectiveness of EYLEA in pediatric patients have not been established.
8.5 Geriatric Use
In the clinical studies, approximately 76% (2049/2701) of patients randomized to treatment with EYLEA were ≥65 years of age and
approximately 46% (1250/2701) were ≥75 years of age. No significant differences in efficacy or safety were seen with increasing age
in these studies.
17 PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION
In the days following EYLEA administration, patients are at risk of developing endophthalmitis or retinal detachment. If the
eye becomes red, sensitive to light, painful, or develops a change in vision, advise patients to seek immediate care from an
ophthalmologist [see Warnings and Precautions (5.1)].
Patients may experience temporary visual disturbances after an intravitreal injection with EYLEA and the associated eye examinations
[see Adverse Reactions (6)]. Advise patients not to drive or use machinery until visual function has recovered sufficiently.
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Novel EDOF IOL offers high level
of patient satisfaction

Physicians find lens reduces glare and halos, increases spectacle independence
By Lynda Charters;
Reviewed by John A. Hovanesian, MD

who had undergone an uncomplicated cataract
surgery. The patients completed a questionnaire
1 month after bilateral cataract surgery. This
questionnaire is a validated instrument that had
been used previously to evaluate other multifocal IOLs; specifically, a study in which the
ReSTOR 3.0 IOL (Alcon) was paired with the ActiveFocus 2.5 D add lens in contralateral eyes, a
study of mini-monovision targeting 0.5 sphere
in the nondominant eye, and a study of bilateral
implantation of the PanOptix IOL (Alcon). These
studies were compared for similar outcomes.
The primary outcome of the study was the
percentage of the 60 study patients with very
few or no postoperative complaints of glare or
halos around lights in dim light. The secondary
outcome was the percentage of patients who
needed eyeglasses for different activities.
“The Vivity lens performed better than any
multifocal or trifocal lens that had been evaluated previously,” Hovanesian said. “The lens
was associated with significantly less glare and
halos as reported by all patients who had been
implanted bilaterally with the Vivity lens.”
Regarding the need for glasses while using a
computer, the results achieved with the Vivity
were similar to those achieved previously with

A study that evaluated a new nondiffractive
extended-depth-of-focus (EDOF) IOL, the Vivity
IOL (Alcon), showed high patient satisfaction
rates with the lens and a high rate of spectacle
independence when patients were using a
computer, driving, and watching television,
according to John A. Hovanesian, MD, who is
in private practice in Laguna Hills, California.
He explained that currently available diffractive
EDOF lenses incorporate 2 adjacent zones of
uncorrected vision (ie, distance and intermediate or intermediate and near) but patients
frequently report dissatisfaction because of visual adverse effects (AEs) such as spiderwebs or
halos. “The Vivity implant is different because
it is a zonal refractive EDOF lens that offers the
same range of vision with contrast sensitivity
similar to monofocal lenses; that is, with fewer
AEs,” he said.

Evaluation of the Vivity lens
Hovanesian, along with Michael Jones, MD, and
Quentin Allen, MD, conducted a study to evaluate the postoperative experiences of patients

Primary Outcome Measure:Severity of Glare and Halos
% of respondents

2.5/3.0
33

%

2.5 mini-mono
42 %

38 %
17 %

3

%

2.5/3.0 (N=89)

Extremely

Vivity
48

32

37 %

%

16 %

9%

Panoptix

9%

38 %

%

15 %
1

%

2.5 mini-mono (N=102)

Very much

32

5%

12 %

10 %

2% 0%

Panoptix (N= 59)
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%

Just a little

Vivity (N = 60)

None

Vivity had significantly fewer patients with complaints of glare and halos being “a fair amount”
or worse compared with all other IOLs.
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other IOLs, including the PanOptix IOL and
mini-monovision with the 2.5-D lens. Most
patients (ie, 90%) implanted with the Vivity lens
reported that they never needed glasses while
using a computer, according to Hovanesian.
When the need for glasses based on activities
was evaluated, the investigators found that the
percentage of patients who needed glasses with
the Vivity IOL was similar to the percentages
achieved by other multifocal diffractive IOLs.
“Evaluation of the need for spectacles across
all activities combined showed that the highest
level of spectacle independence was achieved
with the PanOptix IOL—83%—compared with
all other lens combinations studied,” Hovanesian said. The Vivity IOL, however, achieved the
best results regarding glare and halos among
the combinations studied.

Take-home points
The results showed a very high level of spectacle independence. The patient satisfaction
with the Vivity IOL was high and because of
the low index of glare and halos.
Another consideration is that the Vivity is
being used frequently with mini-monovision,
which was not evaluated in the study under
discussion. “We found that for patients who
want greater near vision without correction, by
targeting about –0.5 D or higher in the nondominant eye, a good range of vision can be
achieved and avoid glare and halos for patients
who can tolerate mini-monovision and have the
best of both worlds,” Hovanesian concluded.
John A. Hovanesian, MD
E: johnhova@gmail.com

This article is adapted from Hovanesian’s presentation at the American Academy of Ophthalmology
2021 annual meeting. He is a consultant to Alcon.
The study was supported by a grant from Alcon.
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Biometry 101:

Capturing the accurate power

Proper measurement of the eye is key to predicting lens strength

Knowledge of the optics of the eye is essential
in order to have an understanding of biometry, according to Julie Schallhorn, MD, MS, an
associate professor of ophthalmology at the
University of California San Francisco, who
offered some insight on the topic for new
ophthalmologists.
“Most of the refraction of light that is entering the eye takes place at the air–tear film
interface, and there also is slight divergence at
the back corneal surface–aqueous interface,
after which refraction occurs through the lens.
At [that] point the light then converges onto
the fovea,” she explained.
It is clear based on this movement of light
that what happens at the various surfaces in
the eye is important for determining the power
of the lens that will be implanted in the eye.
The corneal curvature, anterior chamber depth,
effective lens position, and axial length must all
be considered, Schallhorn pointed out.
“Accurate measurements of the eye are critical to predicting the lens power,” she said.

Understanding the power
The first-generation formula used to determine
lens power was the Sanders-Retzlaff-Kraff,
generally referred to as the SRK formula. In this
formula, the IOL power is equal to a constant
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that compensates for all unmeasured factors
minus 2.5 times the axial length minus 0.9
times the keratometry.
Schallhorn explained that if there is an error
in the measurement of the axial length, there
will be a big error in the power of the IOL,
resulting in an amplification of the error by 2.5
times. Likewise, an error in the keratometry
results in an error in the IOL power, as does an
error in the A constant.
“Axial length measurements are incredibly
important to the obtaining of the correct IOL
power,” she said.
With the modern light-based biometers,
utilizing Michelson interferometers, look for an
interference pattern between the light entering
the eye and a reference arm. The result is a
spectrum of interference insensitive to patient
movement; therefore, despite the normal
biologic noise that is present, the result is an accurate measurement of what is going on inside
the eye. Because of this capability, a light-based
biometry system is far superior to ultrasound
biometry for predictability and reliability.
Biometry also can evaluate the corneal curvature by evaluating a number of points on the
ocular surface as well as the difference in the
keratometry reading between the 2 principle
axes, Schallhorn explained.

Relevance in the real world
Schallhorn also outlined the steps that must be
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taken to ensure successful measurements. All
things considered, it is important to be fastidious about biometry measurement, she said.
She made reference to what she considers
to be a valuable tool, Warren Hill’s IOLMaster
checklist, which is available at https://www.
doctor-hill.com/physicians/download.htm. The
checklist lays out all the factors involved in
obtaining accurate measurements.
In addition, the ocular surface must be
considered because of the potential effect on
the biometry measurements as a result of, for
example, epithelial basement dystrophy and
Salzmann nodular degeneration and the effects
before and after treatment.
Topography is important to paint a clear
picture of the corneal shape, which ultimately
affects the vision, as in patients with keratoconus. Lastly, she advised double checking the
biometry printout for the correctness of every
factor for every patient.
“It is important to know how your biometer
works, check the cornea carefully, obtain a
topography map, be fastidious in your measurements, and double check your work,” Schallhorn concluded.
Julie Schallhorn, MD, MS
E: Julie.schallhorn@ucsf.edu

This article is adapted from Schallhorn’s presentation at the Real
World Ophthalmology meeting. She
is a consultant to Carl Zeiss Meditec.

Cutting-edge Advancements
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By Lynda Charters;
Reviewed by Julie Schallhorn, MD, MS

Recommend long-lasting,
preservative-free dry eye relief1
Introducing
HydroBoost Technology
An exclusive combination that helps
retain the lubricants, for relief to
patients who need it most1

1

HP-GUAR
Forms a cross-linked meshwork
on the surface of the eye to
hold lubricants in place2

2

SODIUM HYALURONATE
Naturally occurring moisture substance
found in tears that helps the lubricants
to provide longer-lasting hydration1,3*

The Relief Is Real®
*Vs SYSTANE ULTRA Lubricant Eye Drops.
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deficiency dry eye syndrome - Polish observations. Presented at the 20th European Society of Cataract & Refractive Surgery Winter Meeting;
February 26-28, 2016; Athens, Greece. 2. Davitt WF, Bloomenstein M, Christensen M, Martin AE. Efficacy in patients with dry eye after treatment
with a new lubricant eye drop formulation. J Ocul Pharmacol Ther. 2010;26:347-353. 3. Rah MJ. A review of hyaluronan and its ophthalmic
applications. Optometry. 2011;82:38-43.
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Beating the mighty Demodex mites
New therapeutic sole treatment option specifically targets the disease

Ferreting out the mites

By Lynda Charters;
Reviewed by Jennifer Loh, MD

Demodex blepharitis is a virtual epidemic in the
US; an estimated 20 million people have blepharitis, and of that population, almost half have
Demodex. Until recently, there was no treatment that specifically targeted the Demodex;
lotilaner ophthalmic solution, 0.25% (TP-03;
Tarsus Pharmaceuticals, Inc), an eye drop, will
fill that gap, according to Jennifer Loh, MD.
“The patients with blepharitis represent a
large, underserved market in eye care,” said
Loh, who is in private practice in the Miami,
Florida, area.
Left untreated, ocular redness, irritation, and
blurred vision can result; blepharitis also negatively affects contact lens wearers, patients with
dry eye, and those undergoing cataract surgery.
Currently, no FDA-approved prescription
treatment is available for these patients, 81% of
whom are seeking treatment.

The pathognomonic sign of Demodex is the
presence of collarettes, which are deposits on
the lids that are comprised of mite waste and
eggs. This differs from the appearance of classic
blepharitis in that the collarettes appear as a
translucent waxy cylinder over the eyelash.
Loh described this material as regurgitated,
undigested material combined with epithelial
cells, keratin, mite eggs, and digestive enzymes, all of which cause lid irritation. The collarettes are seen at the base of the lashes; 100%
of patients with collarettes had Demodex mites
in a recent study, she explained, adding that
once these collarettes are spotted, the diagnosis
can be established with confidence.
One way to identify these wily creatures, she
advised, is to instruct the patients to look down
during the slit-lamp examination. This simple
move can reveal the diffuse collarettes and
misdirected or missing eyelashes.
No FDA-approved treatment is available to

TP-03 is a Novel Therapeutic Designed to Eradicate
Demodex Mites and Treat Demodex Blepharitis
product form

Multi-dose eye drop solution bottle, preserved

targeted use

Treatment of Demodex blepharitis

MOA

Paralysis and death of Demodex mites

Diagnosis

Collarettes identified in standard eye examination

Dosing

BID* for 6 weeks

efficacy goal

1° collarette cure rate, 2° mite eradication
2° redness + collarette cure rate

safety goal

Well-tolerated safety profile

TP-03 Product profile based on Saturn-1 Trial Design
*BID means twice per day (Data courtesy of Jennifer Loh, MD)
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kill mites. Treatments available for Demodex
blepharitis reduce the bacterial load to achieve
symptom relief. These include tea tree oil and
hypochlorous acid for the blepharitis, with the
goal of reducing the food supply for the mites.

Lotilaner ophthalmic solution,
0.25%
This formulation is a novel therapy designed to
eradicate Demodex mites and treat the blepharitis. TP-03 works by paralyzing and killing the
mites. Patients are instructed to instill the drops
twice daily for 6 weeks.
Two studies of TP-03, Saturn-1 and Saturn-2
trials, are ongoing. The studies' primary and
secondary end points are collarette cure, mite
eradication, and decreased redness. The studies
include, respectively, 421 and 418 patients.
Saturn-1 found that lotilaner ophthalmic
solution, 0.25%, if approved, may be a safe and
effective treatment for Demodex blepharitis.
Specifically, the study showed that the
ophthalmic solution met all the end points with
high statistical significance. Lotilaner ophthalmic solution, 0.25% resulted in reduction of the
collarettes and mite density, as well as erythema cure and improvements. The effects were
seen within 2 weeks of the initiation of treatment. Clinically meaningful cures were seen
in 81% of the study patients; 96% of patients
had fewer than 0.5 mites per lash, and 93% of
patients improved by at least 1 collarette grade.
The drug was well tolerated and had a good
safety profile; 92% of patients rated it as neutral
to very comfortable, Loh reported.
Jennifer Loh, MD
E: jenniferlohmd@gmail.com

This article is adapted from Loh’s
presentation at the Real World Ophthalmology meeting. She is a consultant to Tarsus Pharmaceuticals Inc
and NovaBay Pharmaceuticals Inc.
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Manage dry eye disease with
prevention, protection, prescriptions
Focusing on patients’ nutrition and hygiene can boost visual performance
By Lynda Charters;
Reviewed by Laura M. Periman, MD

Dry eye disease can be overwhelming, but
addressing 3 patient categories—nutrition,
hygiene, and neural stimulation and visual
performance—can help clear up the condition,
according to Laura M. Periman, MD.
Periman is the founder and director of dry
eye services and clinical research for the Periman Eye Institute in Seattle, Washington.

Nutrition
Antioxidants and reactive aldehyde species
inhibitors have a role in preventing innate immunity activation, and more research is being
directed toward these preventative mechanisms, Periman said. Although omega-6 fatty
acids found in corn, safflower, and sunflower
oils are thought to be less than beneficial, the
nuances are important.

Hygiene and prescriptions
Treating the inflammation preoperatively
improves accuracy of the intraocular lens
calculations and enhances the postoperative
refractive result. Periman showed that when
lifitegrast (Xiidra, Novartis) was administered
twice daily for 28 days preoperatively to 100
patients with confirmed dry eye who were undergoing cataract surgery, improvements were
seen in accuracy, higher order aberrations,
and speed. Likewise, when cyclosporine 0.05%
was administered twice daily to 42 patients
with dry eye before LASIK surgery, accuracy
and refractive predictability improved.
A highly beneficial, broad-spectrum impact
of chronic dry eye disease pathophysiology is
seen with cyclosporine. Additionally, confocal
microscopy studies show that cyclosporine
improves the corneal nerve subbasal plexus,
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epithelial cell density, and the keratinocytes.
“These are ultrastructural effects that cannot
be viewed during the examination,” Periman
said. “When our patients describe their dry eye
symptoms and you don’t see much fluorescein
or lissamine green staining, recall that these
ultrastructural consequences of chronic inflammation may very well may be occurring.”
Inflammation also interferes with normal
nerve healing after LASIK, PRK, and SMILE
treatments, when neuropathic pain can develop. The adaptive immunity of chronic dry eye
disease has 4 phases: initiation, amplification,
recruitment, and damage/self-perpetuation,”
Periman said.
And this is where the immunoregulating
therapeutics come in to address the vicious
cycle: cyclosporine, lifitegrast, steroids, and intense pulsed light affect all 4 phases of chronic
dry eye disease, she said.
Periman also noted that aqueous and evaporative dry eye are no longer considered separately. CDED is an interrelated double vicious
cycle of inflammation where decreased tear
production and meibomian gland dysfunction
[MGD] contribute to and are negatively impacted by inflammation.
Periman reminded physicians of the
American Society of Cataract and Refractive
Surgery’s preoperative recommendations to
look, lift, push, pull on the eyelids to examine
patients for myriad ocular surface disease
coconspirators such as rosacea of the face
and eyelids, floppy eyelid syndrome (heavily
associated with obstructive sleep apnea),
eyelid malposition, and incomplete lid closure
(particularly relevant during sleep).
Incomplete lid closure should be addressed
with approaches such as a silicone mask (Eyeseals 4.0; Eye Eco) to prevent ocular surface
desiccation at night. Lid hygiene remains
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a standard recommendation, but avoiding
surfactant-based cleansers is important in the
meibum-deficient patient.
Deep cleaning of the lids is achieved with
in-office ZEST kits (Zocular) that utilize manual
debridement using okra-based polysaccharide
gel (anti-inflammatory). Patients report symptom score improvements and effective home
maintenance with mechanical eyelid cleaning
and meibomian gland–stimulating devices
such as NuLids (NuSight Medical). Patients
should also be asked about prostaglandin use.

Neural stimulation and
visual performance
The goals are to create high visual performance
under all conditions. For surgical patients, this
means protecting the corneal surface preoperatively, postoperatively, and over the long term
to produce a healthy tear film, healthy lacrimal
functional unit (LFU), and healthy wound healing response. Controlling inflammation leads to
improved homeostasis. Neural stimulation in
the postoperative patient is a great strategy to
support the LFU as the corneal nerves recover
from the surgical insults of cataract surgery or
refractive surgery.
Neural stimulation definitely has a role. An
external vibration that stimulates the meibum
and an intranasal chemical device are expected
to receive FDA approval soon, she explained.
“Leveraging all these strategies together can
create real healing for your dry eye patients,”
Periman concluded.
Laura M. Periman, MD
E: dryeyemaster@gmail.com

This article is adapted from Periman’s presentation
at the virtual Real World Ophthalmology meeting.
She is a consultant to manufacturers of dry eye
therapies.
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Healing is possible with
persistent epithelial defects

Refractive outcomes cannot be expected in these pathologic corneas
By Lynda Charters;
Reviewed by Claudia Perez-Straziota, MD

Persistent epithelial defects (PEDs) do not
have to live up to their name—they can be
healed. However, healing will not be accomplished in 1 week—hence the name persistent—and even though vision can improve,
refractive outcomes cannot be expected in
these pathologic corneas. A staged treatment
approach, patience, and the appropriate
expectations are essential.
“Patience is the best ally in these cases,”
said Claudia Perez-Straziota, MD, from the
Cleveland Clinic Cole Eye Institute in Ohio.
“Exhaust 1 therapy at a time before moving
on to the next one.”

Normal and not-so-normal healing
When there is a disruption in the epithelium
but the basement membrane remains intact,
inflammatory agents secreted by the epithelial cells act on fibroblasts. This stimulates the
production of growth factors that promote
limbal stem cell migration as epithelial cells
move toward the defect, repopulating the
epithelium. This usually all happens over the
course of approximately 7 days in healthy
corneas.
However, when the basement membrane
is disrupted, the secreted mediators produce
migration of the epithelial cells, but the stroma does not proliferate toward the epithelial
cells until there is physical contact between
the regenerated basement membrane and
epithelial cells. This process could take up to
8 weeks, especially in corneas with preexisting conditions that interfere with epithelial
regeneration.
In these cases, when the process does not
go smoothly, other substances come to play
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and the right amounts will stimulate epithelial remodeling and stromal healing. However,
when the concentrations of these mediators
are higher, stromal melting or necrosis can
occur, resulting in a scenario that is detrimental to a normal smooth healing of the surface.

PED treatment strategies
The initial strategy to deal with a PED has the
goal of providing mechanical protection so
the defect is not perpetuated. These include
ophthalmic lubricating ointments, temporary
bandage contact lenses, and tarsorrhaphy,
but these measures will only alleviate rather
than solve the problem. They also have their
own limitations: Ophthalmic lubricants are
only helpful in early cases, long-term use
of bandage contact lenses can cause other
complications, and tarsorrhaphy is used in
recalcitrant cases and severe defects.
Control of inflammation is another strategy
in these cases. Topical steroids are controversial, but when used cautiously, and in combination with prophylactic antimicrobials,
steroids can aid in reducing the inflammatory components that perpetuate the cycle,
Perez-Straziota explained. “Importantly,” she
said, “the number of topical agents that are
not having a beneficial effect should be eliminated or at least minimized [because] they
may potentially generate more inflammation.
One example of this is the popular erythromycin ointment, which is rapidly prescribed
by many for any problem that involves the
epithelium.” Nonmedicated ophthalmic lubricants can take the place of erythromycin to
serve as a mechanical barrier without providing an unnecessary medication dose that can
contribute to the inflammatory picture.
Another strategy in PED cases is to control
apoptosis and necrosis. Perez-Straziota
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prefers doxycycline in cases with significant
stromal involvement to inhibit metalloproteinases and interrupt the cycle of stromal
necrosis and inflammation. “Doxycycline is
beneficial in cases in which stromal remodeling is the main issue,” she said. To promote
epithelial and stromal remodeling, ascorbic
acid is also helpful to lay the extracellular
matrix, and in some cases, helps to prevent
significant residual haze.

TAKE-HOME: Cenegermin-bkbj ophthalmic

solution has proven to be user
friendly and safe for the treatment of
neurotrophic keratitis.

Growth factors
Growth factors, such as Oxervate (cenegermin-bkbj; Dompé) ophthalmic solution
0.002%, serum tears, and amniotic membranes, are also quite effective in promoting
epithelial remodeling. Oxervate is a new
recombinant nerve growth factor that is FDA
approved to treat all stages of neurotrophic keratitis. Although this is not her first
go-to option for initial management of PED
because of cost and logistics, Perez-Straziota
relies on it to treat patients who fail to respond to the previously mentioned therapies
and has found it to be highly successful in
patients with a recalcitrant PED.
Oxervate is structurally identical to endogenous nerve growth factor. “It stimulates
differentiation, proliferation, and survival of
the epithelium,” she said. The recommended
dose for PED is 1 drop every 2 hours for 8
weeks. If the defect remains unresolved, that
Continues on page 26 : Defects
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Determining germline mutations in
children with unilateral retinoblastoma
Study focuses on ascertaining the risk of patients developing additional tumors
By Lynda Charters;
Reviewed by Carol L. Shields, MD

said. “These can lead to blindness and death.”
The investigators retrospectively reviewed
482 consecutive patients who presented with
1 unilateral retinoblastoma and were later
The greatest likelihood of a germline mutafound to have a likely germline tumor that
tion in patients with a unilateral retinoblastowas defined as a family history
ma occurred in patients who were
of retinoblastoma, development
1 year or younger versus those
of bilateral disease and/or new
older than 1 year, as well as in a
TAKE-HOME
tumors, and the gold standard, ie,
subset of patients 3 months and
a documented germline on genetic
younger versus those between 3
Investigators
testing, according to Shields.
and 12 months of age, according
found a
to Carol Shields, MD, chief of the
deceasing risk
for a germline
Ocular Oncology Service at Wills
Deeper dive
mutation based
Eye Hospital in Philadelphia,
A comparative analysis was then
on the older
Pennsylvania.
completed based on the following
patient age at
Shields and her colleagues conpatient age groups: aged 0 to 1
presentation.
ducted a retrospective case series
year; 1 to 2 years; 2 to 3 years; and
to evaluate the likelihood of gerolder than 3 years.
mline retinoblastoma in children
The results showed that in
with solitary unilateral retinoblastoma. The
children aged 0 to 1 year who presented with 1
goal of the study was to determine the risk of
unilateral retinoblastoma, 29% had a germline
patients developing more of these tumors—
mutation (odds ratio, 2.96). When compared
that is, the risk for a germline mutation, she
with children older than 3 years, 9% had a
explained.
germline mutation. This difference reached
“It is important to know the germline status
significance (P = .001).
because the patients are at risk of developing
Among children who were 12 months or
multiple bilateral retinoblastomas, pinealyounger with 1 unilateral retinoblastoma,
oblastoma, and secondary cancers,” Shields
Shields reported that in the youngest of these
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dose can be repeated for another 8 weeks.
Perez-Straziota advised continued dosing if the
clinical exam shows improvement but not in
those with no response.
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According to Perez-Straziota, her patients have
found Oxervate to be user-friendly. The manufacturer provides patient educational resources
online and a program to assist with insurance
coverage or financial assistance. Perez-Straziota
demonstrated cases in which Oxervate was
used to treat neurotrophic keratitis secondary
to previous herpes simplex virus infection, and
exposure keratopathy due to Bell palsy, and
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children (aged 0 to 3 months), 61% had a
germline mutation. When these children were
compared with those aged 9 to 12 months,
the percentage dropped to 22% with a germline mutation. This difference was significant
(P = .009).
“It is clear that the youngest children with
a unilateral retinoblastoma are at the greatest
risk for a germline mutation,” Shields said.
In the other age groups—aged 3 to 6 months,
aged 6 to 9 months, aged 12 to 24 months, aged
24 to 36 months, and older than 36 months—
the respective percentage of germline mutations was 20%, 24%, 17%, 8%, and 9%.
“Of the 482 consecutive patients with a solitary unilateral retinoblastoma who were seen
on the Ocular Oncology Service at the Wills Eye
Hospital, we found a significant decreasing risk
for a germline mutation based on the older patient age at presentation,” Shields concluded.
Carol L. Shields, MD
E: carolshields@gmail.com

This article is adapted from Shields’ presentation at the American Academy of
Ophthalmology 2021 annual meeting.
This presentation received the Best
Poster award. She has no financial
disclosures relevant to this topic.

after 8 weeks of treatment, the clinical images
demonstrated substantial improvement.
Claudia Perez-Straziota, MD
E: perezsc@ccf.org

This article is adapted from Perez-Straziota’s presentation at the
Real World Ophthalmology meeting.
She has no financial interests in this
subject matter.
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Study: Optic nerve pallor is
prevalent in patients with Zika virus
Optic nerve issue found among several infants in Brazilian study
By Lynda Charters

A study of the ocular findings in infants with
congenital Zika virus syndrome (CZS) showed
that the findings were similar and occurred
frequently among the affected infants. The
most prevalent of the findings was optic nerve
pallor, according to Denise Freitas, MD, who
is from the Department of Ophthalmology
and Visual Sciences at the Paulista School of
Medicine, Hospital São Paulo, and the Federal
University of São Paulo in Brazil.
Freitas and colleagues conducted a study
to characterize the ocular findings in infants
with microcephaly and CZS from 2015 to 2017
in Paraíba, Brazil. The investigators classified
the infants into 1 of the following 3 categories:
confirmed congenital ZIKV infection based on
a positive test and negative for rubella, toxoplasmosis, human immunodeficiency virus,

syphilis, cytomegalovirus, and herpes simplex
virus; probable congenital ZIKV infection,
indicating a previous ZIKV infection or passive
immunity and negative tests for the other
infections; or suspected ZIKV infection in infants who did not undergo testing for ZIKV or
other diseases but exhibited clinical findings
suggestive of the congenital ZIKV syndrome,
Freitas explained.

Findings in study infants
Fifty-six infants were included in the study,
all of whom had microcephaly and other
signs that are typical of CZS. The mean age
at examination was 5.25 months (median, 4
months; range, 1-12 months). The mean head
circumference was 28.76 cm (median, 29 cm;
range, 25.0-31.9 cm).
Freitas explained that 12 (21.4%) infants
had confirmed congenital ZIKV infection, 15
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(26.8%) had probable infection, and 29 (51.8%)
had suspected infection. Ocular findings were
identified in 24 (42.9%) of the 56 infants and
included gross retinal pigmentation in 11
(45.8%), macular chorioretinal atrophy in 11
(45.8%), optic nerve hypoplasia in 1 (4.2%),
optic nerve pallor in 14 (58.3%), and increased
optic disc excavation in 2 (8.3%).
“The ocular findings were similar among
the infants and consistent with those reported
in the literature, regardless of the patients’ serologic confirmation or classification,” Freitas
said. “The findings were identified frequently
and the prevalent was optic nerve pallor.”
Denise Freitas, MD
P: +55 11 3385-4100

This article is adapted from Freitas’s presentation
at the American Academy of Ophthalmology 2021
annual meeting. She has no financial interest in this
subject matter.

Cataracts affect more than 15 million people worldwide and are the leading cause
of blindness, especially in regions with
a lack of access to qualified surgeons.
Researchers at the University of Arizona
College of Medicine – Tucson are leading
a study to identify the biological mechanisms that cause cataracts in the hopes
that new, nonsurgical treatments may be
developed.
Nicholas Delamere, PhD, professor and
head of the Department of Physiology,
was awarded a $1.6 million grant from the
National Eye Institute, a division of the National Institutes of Health, to study the role
of two protein ion channels – TRPV1 and
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TRPV4 – in the development of cataracts.
“Human cataract is frequently associated with failure of the mechanisms controlled by TRPV1 and TRPV4. The hope is
that studies like this might pave the way
to the development of strategies to prevent or delay age-related eye diseases,”
Delamere, who has a joint appointment
as a professor of ophthalmology and is
a member of the BIO5 Institute, said in a
news release.

SCAN TO
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Brief Summary of Safety
Consult the full Prescribing Information for complete
product information.

INDICATIONS AND USAGE
OXERVATE™ (cenegermin-bkbj) ophthalmic solution 0.002%
is indicated for the treatment of neurotrophic keratitis.

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION
Contact lenses should be removed before applying
OXERVATE and may be reinserted 15 minutes after
administration.
If a dose is missed, treatment should be continued as
normal, at the next scheduled administration.
If more than one topical ophthalmic product is being used,
administer the eye drops at least 15 minutes apart to avoid
diluting products. Administer OXERVATE 15 minutes prior
to using any eye ointment, gel or other viscous eye drops.
Recommended Dosage and Dose Administration
Instill one drop of OXERVATE in the affected eye(s), 6 times
a day at 2-hour intervals for eight weeks.

ADVERSE REACTIONS
Clinical Studies Experience Because clinical studies are
conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse reaction
rates observed in the clinical studies of a drug cannot be
directly compared to rates in the clinical studies of another
drug and may not reflect the rates observed in practice.
In two clinical trials of patients with neurotrophic keratitis,
a total of 101 patients received cenegermin-bkbj eye
drops at 20 mcg/mL at a frequency of 6 times daily in the
affected eye(s) for a duration of 8 weeks. The mean age of
the population was 61 to 65 years of age (18 to 95). The
majority of the treated patients were female (61%). The most
common adverse reaction was eye pain following instillation
which was reported in approximately 16% of patients. Other
adverse reactions occurring in 1-10% of OXERVATE patients
and more frequently than in the vehicle-treated patients
included corneal deposits, foreign body sensation, ocular
hyperemia, ocular inflammation and tearing.

USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
Pregnancy
Risk Summary There are no data from the use of OXERVATE
in pregnant women to inform any drug associated risks.
Administration of cenegermin-bkbj to pregnant rats or
rabbits during the period of organogenesis did not produce
adverse fetal effects at clinically relevant doses. In a
pre- and postnatal development study, administration of
cenegermin-bkbj to pregnant rats throughout gestation and
lactation did not produce adverse effects in offspring at
clinically relevant doses.
Animal Data
In embryofetal development studies, daily subcutaneous
administration of cenegermin-bkbj to pregnant rats and
rabbits throughout the period of organogenesis produced
a slight increase in post-implantation loss at doses greater
than or equal to 42 mcg/kg/day (267 times the MRHOD).
A no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL) was not
established for post-implantation loss in either species.

In rats, hydrocephaly and ureter anomalies were each
observed in one fetus at 267 mcg/kg/day (1709 times
the MRHOD). In rabbits, cardiovascular malformations,
including ventricular and atrial septal defects, enlarged
heart and aortic arch dilation were each observed in one
fetus at 83 mcg/kg/day (534 times the MRHOD). No fetal
malformations were observed in rats and rabbits at doses
of 133 mcg/kg/day and 42 mcg/kg/day, respectively. In a
pre- and postnatal development study, daily subcutaneous
administration of cenegermin-bkbj to pregnant rats during
the period of organogenesis and lactation did not affect
parturition and was not associated with adverse toxicity in
offspring at doses up to 267 mcg/kg/day. In parental rats
and rabbits, an immunogenic response to cenegermin-bkbj
was observed. Given that cenegermin-bkbj is a heterologous
protein in animals, this response may not be relevant to
humans.
Lactation
There are no data on the presence of OXERVATE in human
milk, the effects on breastfed infant, or the effects on milk
production. The developmental and health benefits of
breastfeeding should be considered, along with the mother’s
clinical need for OXERVATE, and any potential adverse
effects on the breastfed infant from OXERVATE.
Pediatric Use
The safety and effectiveness of OXERVATE have been
established in the pediatric population. Use of OXERVATE in
this population is supported by evidence from adequate and
well-controlled trials of OXERVATE in adults with additional
safety data in pediatric patients from 2 years of age and
older [see Clinical Studies (14)].
Geriatric Use
Of the total number of subjects in clinical studies of
OXERVATE, 43.5 % were 65 years old and over. No overall
differences in safety or effectiveness were observed
between elderly and younger adult patients.

NONCLINICAL TOXICOLOGY
Carcinogenesis and Mutagenesis Animal studies have
not been conducted to determine the carcinogenic
and mutagenic potential of cenegermin-bkbj.
Impairment of fertility Daily subcutaneous administration
of cenegermin-bkbj to male and female rats for at least
14 days prior to mating, and at least 18 days post-coitum
had no effect on fertility parameters in male or female
rats at doses up to 267 mcg/kg/day (1709 times the
MRHOD). In general toxicology studies, subcutaneous and
ocular administration of cenegermin-bkbj in females was
associated with ovarian findings including persistent estrus,
ovarian follicular cysts, atrophy/reduction of corpora lutea,
and changes in ovarian weight at doses greater than or
equal to 19 mcg/kg/day (119 times the MRHOD).
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special report
BREAKTHROUGHS IN
RETINA THERAPEUTICS

AMD: New treatments

from intravitreal injections
to gene therapy

By Lynda Charters;
Reviewed by Christina Y. Weng, MD, MBA

Retina is a rapidly evolving field. Christina
Y. Weng, MD, MBA, an associate professor of
ophthalmology and surgical retina fellowship
program director at Baylor College of Medicine
in Houston, recently shared some standout
therapies for macular degeneration.

Dry age-related macular
degeneration
There is no approved treatment for dry age-related macular degeneration (AMD), but Weng is
excited that that scenario is close to changing.
Two hundred million individuals worldwide
are affected by macular degeneration, most of
whom have dry AMD and about 5 million of
whom have the most advanced form of the disease, namely, geographic atrophy (GA). Clearly,
a potential treatment is highly anticipated.
“Treatment of dry AMD and GA is perhaps
the greatest unmet need in our field,” Weng
said. “However, that is not for lack of trying.”
Dry AMD is an extremely complex disease
that has been investigated from a number of
different approaches. One of these, overactivation of the complement cascade, has become a
target of therapeutic interest, she explained.
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Focus on 2 molecules
Two molecules are of special interest in latestage clinical trials. One of the molecules,
pegcetacoplan, blocks at the level of C3 in the
cascade. C3 is the point of convergence of all 3
complement pathways, ie, alternative, classical, and lectin. The second molecule, avacincaptad pegol, works farther downstream and
blocks at the level of C5.
These are injected intravitreally monthly or
every other month in patients with GA. In the
phase 2 FILLY trial (NCT02503332), patients
randomized to pegcetacoplan experienced
a 20% to 29% reduction in growth rate of
the GA lesions. Weng believes that this is an
exciting result.
“We may finally have a treatment to offer
these patients that can help them preserve
their visual acuity for a longer period of time,”
she said.

Wet AMD
In contrast to dry AMD, a number of effective
treatments that are injected intravitreally are
currently available for this form of the disease.
The downside to this approach is that patients
must undergo frequent injections for indefinite
periods of time.
“This heavy treatment burden is not sustain-
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able for many patients and contributes to suboptimal visual acuity outcomes,” Weng said.
Looking past intravitreal injections, patients
will have access to a number of therapies on
the horizon that will ease the treatment burden.
One of these is the recently FDA-approved
port delivery system with ranibizumab (Genentech). This surgical implant is a reservoir
that is implanted into the vitreous cavity that
slowly releases concentrated forms of ranibizumab over longer periods of time.
Faricimab (Roche) is a recently approved
bispecific antibody that targets 2 distinct
pathways. One part of the molecule blocks
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-A
and the other part of the molecule blocks
angiopoietin-2 (Ang-2), which is also involved
in angiogenesis.
OTX-TKI (axitinib intravitreal implant,
Ocular Therapeutix) is an intravitreal hydrogel
containing a tyrosine kinase inhibitor; this
product releases the drug in the eye over a
period of 6 months or longer. Tyrosine kinase
inhibitors have a broader activity compared
with anti-VEGF drugs, Weng explained.
At-home monitoring using optical coherence tomography (OCT), which is operated by
patients, is an evolution in imaging that was
recently introduced. This technology not only
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Reducing the treatment burden is a prime goal
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provides patient surveillance but also
allows retinal changes associated with
AMD to be recognized earlier than
might happen through scheduled
in-office examinations, thus facilitating earlier appropriate treatment.
This may allow for more personalized
treatment, she pointed out.
Gene therapy has been a huge step
in many arenas in medicine and this
is especially true in ophthalmology.
“This is science fiction turned into
reality,” Weng said.
One gene therapy has been approved for use in ophthalmology for
RPE65 deficiency–associated retinal
dystrophy. Investigators are currently
trying to determine if gene therapy
can be applied to other more common diseases, such as AMD.
“We are leveraging the biofactory
concept; that is, injecting a transgene
into the eye and allowing the eye
to then produce its own supply of
anti-VEGF therapy,” Weng noted. “If
that works, this could potentially be
a one-and-done treatment that would
significantly reduce or even eliminate
the patient’s treatment burden.”
A few different routes of administration are being considered in gene
therapy for AMD—not just intravitreal
or suprachoroidal, but also via a subretinal route; this latter route would
require a vitrectomy and a catheter
with subretinal gene therapy that is
injected into the subretinal space.
In addition to the dry and wet
forms of AMD, diabetic diseases are
other potential targets in ophthalmic
gene therapy.
Christina Y. Weng, MD, MBA
E: Christina.Weng@bcm.edu

This article is adapted from Weng’s
presentation at the virtual Real
World Ophthalmology 2021
meeting. She is a consultant
to Allergan/AbbVie, Alcon,
Alimera Sciences, Novartis,
Genentech, Regeneron,
D.O.R.C., and REGENXBIO.
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Intravitreal injections for ROP
prove safe, effective in many cases
Laser therapy is the preferred follow-up treatment for patients

By Lynda Charters

Intraocular anti-VEGF injections for retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) are safe as
demonstrated by practice patterns in various settings inside and outside of the US,
but additional therapy may be required, according to Luis Acaba-Berrocal, MD, of the
Illinois Eye and Ear Infirmary in Chicago.
Acaba-Berrocal and his colleagues
conducted a multicenter, retrospective,
consecutive study of infants with ROP who
had been treated with intravitreal anti-VEGF injections between 2008 and 2020
in light of the dearth of real-world data on
the topic. The goal was to provide clinicians
with guidance based on practice patterns
regarding the administration of intravitreal
injections to treat ROP and outcomes data
regarding retreatments and complications.
The study was conducted at 17 US and
international sites.

Data analysis of ROP patients
The investigators identified 1124 eyes for
study inclusion that had been treated with
anti-VEGF injections for ROP. The study patients’ average birth weight was 791 g (95%
confidence interval [CI], 771.9 g to 811.3 g),
and the average gestational age at birth was
25.7 weeks. The patients were an average of
36.6 weeks after conception at the time of
treatment.
A few different anti-VEGF therapies were
used to treat the patients. They included
bevacizumab (Avastin; Genentech Inc) at
a dose of 0.625 mg in 72.1%, ranibizumab
(Lucentis; Genentech Inc) at a dose of 0.15
mg in 27.8%, and aflibercept (Eylea; Regeneron Pharmaceuticals) in 0.2%.
Most patients (88.1%) were treated with
anti-VEGF drugs bilaterally. Nearly three-
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fourths of patients (67.8%) received antibiotics after the injections. A 32-gauge short
needle was used in 39.3% of cases.
Regarding the necessity for retreatments,
Acaba-Berrocal reported that 38% of
patients required subsequent laser therapy, which was performed at an average of
134 days (95% CI, 119-149) following the
intravitreal injections; 8% needed another injection and the average time to this
retreatment was 59 days (95% CI, 51-68).
More than half of the patients (54%) did not
require a retreatment.
Very few complications developed in this
patient population. Specifically, vitreous
hemorrhages developed in 0.5% of patients
and cataracts developed in 0.2%. There
were no cases of retinal detachment or
endophthalmitis.
The investigators pointed out that a variety
of practice patterns and setting were seen
both in the US and internationally. In these
real-world settings, there were a significant
number of treatments performed after the
initial anti-VEGF injections were administered. They also found that the follow-up
laser treatments were the preferred method
of retreatment rather than administration of
additional intravitreal anti-VEGF injections.
Based on these outcomes, the investigators concluded that anti-VEGF injections to
treat infants with ROP are safe and have a
very low complication rate in the multiple
practice patterns observed. In addition,
subsequent treatment may be required, the
investigators noted.
Luis Acaba-Berrocal, MD
E: lacaba2@uic.edu

This article is adapted from Acaba-Berrocal’s presentation at the American Academy of Ophthalmology 2021 annual meeting. He has no financial
interest in this subject matter.
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Introduction

Additional clinical data

A biosimilar is a biological product that is highly similar to the reference
product notwithstanding minor differences in clinically inactive
components and for which there are no clinically meaningful
differences in terms of safety, purity or potency.1,2 Approval of a
biosimilar requires meeting stringent criteria that have been established
by multiple regulatory bodies including both the United States Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) and the European Medications Agency
(EMA).2–4 In addition, biosimilars are subject to continued assessment in
long-term follow-up studies5 and reviews of real-world efficacy and
safety.6

Human PK equivalence and PD
Preclinical: animal PK/PD, toxicology,
and immunogenicity as appropriate
Match all predicted functions and confirm no
enhancement of functions predicted to be absent

This communication briefly reviews the path to approval for biosimilars,
studies that have provided additional information about the efficacy
and safety of these products, and factors that may create barriers to
their use, even after meeting all criteria for approval.

Demonstrate analytical similarity
(physiochemical, biological)

Figure 1. Stepwise approach to demonstrating biosimilarity7
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The requirements for approval of a biosimilar established by the FDA and EMA
are similar and they require the following demonstrations (Figure 1)2,3:
• Analytical studies demonstrating that the biological product is highly
similar to the reference product, notwithstanding minor differences in
clinically inactive components.
• Animal studies, if needed, including an assessment of toxicity.
• A clinical study or studies sufficient to demonstrate safety, purity, and
potency of the proposed biosimilar product in one sensitive indication
or more for which the reference product is licensed, including
assessment of:
– Pharmacokinetics
– Pharmacodynamics
– Immunogenicity
– Potential clinical comparison with the reference product
Importantly, meeting these stringent criteria does not mean that a biosimilar is
identical to the reference product. Biological medications differ from small
chemically synthesized molecules. Manufacture of reference biologicals and
biosimilars involves production of complex molecules by living cells, subsequent
purification, and complex manufacturing.8 The rigorous testing outline above is
specifically aimed at making sure any small differences between the reference
and biosimilar molecules are not clinically relevant.2

Treatment 1 vs Treatment 2

O.R. (95% Cr.I.)

Biosimilar+MTX versus
adalimumab+MTX

1.04 (0.81 – 1.31)
1.04 (0.67 – 1.66)

adalimumab+MTX versus
placebo+MTX

2.72 (2.15 – 3.45)
2.80 (1.81 – 4.46)

Biosimilar+MTX versus
placebo+MTX

2.81 (2.01 – 3.96)
2.91 (1.57 – 5.74)

Heterogeneity (Vague) = 0.2293
95% Crl (0.02246—0.7788)

10

Favors Treatment 1

Random effects

Figure 2. Bayesian network meta-analysis results of randomized controlled studies on the
relative efficacy of biosimilar + methotrexate (MTX), adalimumab + MTX, and
placebo + MTX15

TP1
weeks 0–26

TP2
weeks 26–52

TP3
weeks 52–78

Primary
endpoint

Efficacy and safety

Meta-analyses have been employed extensively to evaluate pooled results from
multiple studies that have compared biosimilars with reference products or vs
historical controls who received the reference biologic. These analyses also
support the conclusion that there is no significant difference between reference
products and biosimilars. For example, a network meta-analysis that compared
results for 2543 patients with rheumatoid arthritis treated with either reference
or biosimilar adalimumab (each administered with methotrexate) indicated no
significant differences for either efficacy or safety (Figure 2).15 Additional studies
have shown the biosimilars have efficacy and safety comparable to reference
products across indications beyond rheumatologic disease, including cancer16,17
and insulin for the treatment of diabetes.18

1

Favors Treatment 2

Fixed effects

Beyond approval: Addressing the efficacy and safety of biosimilars
There is strong motivation to move biosimilar agents into clinical practice
because of their economic advantages over reference products and the potential
to increase access to highly effective therapies for a larger number of patients.9,10
Concern about this transition has prompted extensive clinical evaluation of
biosimilars and results to date strongly support their efficacy and safety.11–14
For example, long-term results from studies of an infliximab biosimilar that has
been employed in patients with either rheumatologic or inflammatory bowel
diseases indicated similar safety outcomes and comparable types and
frequencies of adverse events vs the reference product.11
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0
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R
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R

R
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Follow-up
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New ADAs: 0.8%
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Received open-label treatment with ADL-PF

Randomized 1:1 in a blinded manner
Switched from ADL-EU to ADL-PF

Figure 3. ADL-PF (the biosimilar of adalimumab) or ADL-EU (the reference product),
40mg was administered subcutaneously every two weeks21

Scan for more
in the series
ADA, anti-drug antibody; PD, pharmacodynamics; PK, pharmacokinetics; Cr.I.,
credibility interval; O.R., odds ratio; EOT, end of treatment; TP, treatment period.

Immunogenicity

Conclusions
The rigorous processes that have been developed by the FDA and EMA for the testing and
approval of biosimilars have resulted in products that have repeatedly shown to be as safe
and efficacious as the reference products. In addition, transitioning to these products is not
associated with a significant risk for the development of ADAs. Despite this evidence, both
physicians and patients remain very important audiences for education regarding biosimilars; and appropriately delivered information about these products has been shown to break
down barriers to their use in both groups.32,33
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A review of observational studies of patients with rheumatologic disease indicated discontinuation rates (15%–30%) in those transitioned from reference products to biosimilars, and
it was noted that this occurred most often due to patients’ perceptions regarding lack of
efficacy or other non-specific complaints without increases in inflammatory markers,
suggesting a nocebo effect.30 For example, results from one study in which patients switched
from reference to biosimilar infliximab indicated that 23% discontinued the biosimilar
(Figure 5). At the time of discontinuation, there was no increase in either swollen joint
counts or C-reactive protein levels (objective assessments), but there were increases in the
subjective measures of tender joint count and disease activity score.31
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Figure 4. Nocebo risk factors in clinical practice30
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Surveys of both physicians and patients have indicated reservations about transitioning
from reference biologics to biosimilars.27,28 Such concerns and inappropriate communication
with the patient may contribute to a nocebo effect which has been defined as “the onset of a
symptom, worsening of a symptom, or lack of improvement as a result of an inactive
treatment, substance, device, or procedure. The same phenomena can occur following an
active treatment”.29 Multiple factors in clinical practice may contribute to a nocebo effect
(Figure 4) and there is evidence that this phenomenon may influence results from studies
involving biosimilars.30
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• Female gender
• Personal beliefs and
preconceptions
• Mental disorders
• Genetic factors
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The psychology of biosimilars

Pain
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Results from the NORSWITCH study of patients with inflammatory bowel disease who were
switched from reference infliximab to a biosimilar or remained on the reference product
indicated that 4% of patients who were maintained on the reference product and 5% of
those switched to the biosimilar developed ADAs over 52 weeks of follow-up.22 A third study
of rituximab in 107 patients with active rheumatoid arthritis who were either switched to a
biosimilar or continued on the reference product indicated that one patient who remained
on the reference product and none of those who switched developed an ADA over 24 weeks
of follow-up.23 Results from studies that have evaluated ADAs to biosimilars have consistently
indicated cross-reactivity to reference products.24–26 Based on currently available data, it is
reasonable to expect that substitution of a biosimilar is not likely to reverse an ADA-associated loss of efficacy to a reference product.26

Physician factors
• Expression of uncertainty
• Negative connotations
• Extensive reference to
potential adverse effects
• Attire and grooming
• Reputation and credentials
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Immunogenicity is an important concern with biologic agents because the development of
anti-drug antibodies (ADAs) adversely affects both pharmacokinetics efficacy and safety.19
The risk for emergence of ADAs is a potentially critical concern for a patient who is being
stably managed with a reference product and who might be transitioned to a biosimilar.20
Results from studies that involved switching from a reference product to a biosimilar have
indicated a low risk for the emergence of ADAs. A 52-week, randomized, double-blind,
switching study (Figure 3) compared the emergence of ADAs over a period of 26 weeks in
two groups of patients: those who received the reference product for the entire 52-week
study period and those who received the reference product for the first 26 weeks and were
then switched to the biosimilar for the second 26-week period. New ADAs emerged between
weeks 26 and 52 for 0.8% of the patients switched from the reference product to the
biosimilar vs 6.7% of those who continued treatment with the reference product.21

Figure 5. DAS28-CRP components at baseline and prior to discontinuation of
infliximab biosimilar P1331
* Paired t-test: P <0.05; CRP, C-reactive protein; DAS-28, Disease Activity Score-28
Joint; SJC, swollen joint count; TJC, tender joint count; VAS, visual analog scale.
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Reshaping retina treatment
Faricimab is the first FDA-approved bispecific antibody for the eye

By Lynda Charters;
Reviewed by Charles Wykoff, MD, PhD

The FDA’s approval of faricimab (Vabysmo;
Genentech) ushers in a new era for retina
specialists and their patients with the potential
to have a triple effect: inhibition of the disease
processes of wet age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and diabetic macular edema
(DME), improvement of visual acuity, and
reduction of patient treatment burden.
Faricimab, the only injectable treatment
simultaneously approved by the FDA to treat
both wet AMD and DME, facilitates flexible
dosing regimens based on the patient’s anatomy and their visual outcomes.
“Vabysmo represents an important step
forward for ophthalmology. It is the first bispecific antibody approved for the eye,” noted
Charles Wykoff, MD, PhD, director of research
at Retina Consultants of Texas in Houston and
a faricimab phase 3 investigator. “With Vabysmo, we now have the opportunity to offer
patients a medicine that could improve their
vision and potentially lower the treatment
burden with fewer injections over time.”
The hope is that faricimab will be available
to be prescribed to patients in the coming
weeks.

The mechanism of faricimab
The beauty of the formulation lies in the drug’s
dual activity.
“It does more than block a single cytokine,”
Wykoff said. “The current VEGF agents such as
bevacizumab [Avastin; Genentech], ranibizumab [Lucentis; Genentech], and aflibercept
[Eyela, Regeneron Pharmaceuticals Inc.] block
only the VEGF pathway. Vabysmo is unique
in that in addition to blocking the same VEGF
pathway, it also blocks a separate one, the
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angiopoietin-2 [Ang-2] pathway. With the
neutralization of Ang-2, the tyrosine kinase
receptor Tie-2 is activated.”
This scenario differs from the activity of the
anti-VEGF therapies. When VEGF is inhibited,
signaling through its receptors is decreased.
The blocking of Ang-2 allows activation of a
specific pathway moderated by Tie-2, a very
different cellular response.
“The thought is that inhibiting both VEGF
and Ang-2 is complementary and can achieve
improved anatomic outcomes,” Wykoff said.
These disease pathways seem to work by
destabilizing the blood vessels, which can
result in the formation of new leaky blood
vessels and increased ocular inflammation.
According to Wykoff, the process of inhibiting both pathways results in stabilization of
the blood vessels and subsequent decreased
leaking and inflammation.
The activity of these 2 pathways resulting
from faricimab is responsible for the increased
intervals between treatments in most study
patients compared with patients receiving the
anti-VEGF therapies. With the individualized
dosing of patients across 4 phase 3 trials,
Wykoff said approximately 50% of patients
could go 4 months between treatments and
approximately 75% could go 3 months or
more between treatments.
Wykoff also noted that although not definitive at this point, faricimab appears to have
increased durability.

of faricimab, when the drug was administered
at up to 4-month intervals, the results equaled
those achieved with aflibercept administered
every 2 months during the first treatment year.
Patients generally tolerated faricimab well.
The most frequently seen adverse effect was
conjunctival hemorrhage in 7% of patients.
Patients treated monthly with faricimab and aflibercept did not show increased retinal toxicity.
In clinical practice, treatment will consist of
a series of 4 initial monthly injections, followed
by a flexible treatment schedule from 1 to 4
months apart based on a physician’s evaluation
of the patient’s anatomy and vision outcomes.
“The package insert is relatively inclusive,”
Wykoff said. “When needed, patients can be
treated on a monthly basis, and there certainly
is the option for less frequent dosing. In most
cases, physicians can use Vabysmo as required
by the patients.”

TENAYA and LUCERNE trials
The TENAYA (NCT03823287) and LUCERNE
(NCT03823300) studies included 1329 patients
with wet AMD. The results of these trials
showed average increases in the visual acuity
of +5.8 and +6.6 letters, respectively, in patients treated with 6.0-mg doses of faricimab
at the 1-year evaluation compared with +5.1

FDA approval
The approval of faricimab was based on
results from 4 randomly assigned, multicenter,
double-masked, global phase 3 studies, all of
which showed consistent beneficial treatment
effects in patients with wet AMD and DME.1,2
After patients received the first 4 monthly doses
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Faricimab will be marketed as Vabysmo.
(Image courtesy of Genentech)

Cutting-edge Advancements

therapeutics

YOSEMITE and RHINE Demonstrated Durable Efficacy Through
Disease Control With Faricimab Up to q16w Dosing
Faricimab
Durable vision
gains

DME disease
control

Safety outcomes
Long-term
outcomes

Faricimab targets multiple disease pathways to promote vascular stability, which
may lead to a more durable therapy while maintaining long-term vision gains
BCVA improvements from baseline with > 50% of the
faricimab PTI arms achieving q16w dosing at week 52
Early and improved anatomic outcomes with
faricimab versus aflibercept:
• Change in CST favored faricimab
• More patients achieved absence of DMEa
• More patients achieved absence of IRF

Strong durability with
up to q16w dosing in
the faricimab PTI arms
≥ q12w Dosing

q16w Dosing

72%

52%

Faricimab was well tolerated. No cases of vasculitis or occlusive retinitis were reported

YOSEMITE and RHINE are 2-year studies. The RHONE-X long-term extension study
will generate 4-year data

Absence of DME was defined as CST < 325 µm, measured as the distance from the internal limiting membrane to
Bruch membrane. Abbreviations: BCVA, best-corrected visual acuity; CST, central subfield thickness; DME, diabetic
macular edema; IRF, intraretinal fluid; PTI, personalized treatment interval; q12w, every 12 weeks; q16w, every 16 weeks.
(Data courtesy of Genentech)
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and +6.6 letters in patients treated with 2.0-mg
doses of aflibercept.
Wykoff said the results also highlighted the
decreased treatment burden in patients who
received faricimab: Forty-six% in the TENAYA
study and 45% in the LUCERNE study were
treated every 4 months during the first year;
another 34% and 33% of patients, respectively,
were treated every 3 months. Those data indicated that 80% of patients did not require treatment
for 3 months or more during the first year.
The visual results showed that the central subfield thickness (CST) decreased comparably, as
did the size and area of the choroidal neovascularization, along with the visual improvements.
“The visual benefits with Vabysmo given at up
to 16-week intervals demonstrate its potential to
meaningfully extend the time between treatments with sustained efficacy, thereby reducing
treatment burden in patients with neovascular
AMD,” the study’s authors concluded.

YOSEMITE and RHINE trials
In the YOSEMITE (NCT03622580) and RHINE
(NCT03622593) studies that included 1891 patients with DME, the faricimab results achieved
with the 6.0-mg doses were comparable with
those achieved with the 2.0-mg doses of afliber-
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cept, with average letter gains of +11.6 and
+10.8 in the faricimab treat-and-extend (TAE)
arms, +10.7 and +11.8 letters in the 2-month
arms, and +10.9 and +10.3 letters in the aflibercept arms, respectively.
Regarding the treatment burden, 53% of those
in the faricimab TAE arm in the YOSEMITE
study and 51% in the RHINE study were treated
every 4 months during the first year; an additional 21% and 20%, respectively, were treated every
3 months. This again indicated most patients
(70%) in the TAE faricimab arm required dosing
after 3 months or more during the first year.
The CST decrease and resolution of intraretinal fluid that occurred throughout the first year
favored faricimab versus aflibercept.
In addition to the treatment regimens
described, another approved regimen for DME
involves 6 monthly loading doses, followed by
treatment every 2 months. Patients with wet
AMD and DME also can undergo monthly treatments as needed, although the study investigators pointed out that additional efficacy was not
observed with monthly dosing.
“Robust vision gains and anatomical improvements with Vabysmo were achieved
with adjustable dosing up to every 16 weeks,
demonstrating the potential for Vabysmo to
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extend the durability of treatment for patients
with diabetic macular edema.”

Extension studies
Extension studies are under way: AVONELLE-X
(NCT04777201), the extension study of TENAYA
and LUCERNE, is evaluating the long-term
safety and tolerability of faricimab in wet AMD.
RHONE-X (NCT0443283), the extension study of
the YOSEMITE and RHINE studies, is investigating the long-term safety and tolerability of
faricimab for DME.
Investigators are also considering the potential
benefits of faricimab for other retinal diseases.
The COMINO (NCT04740931) and BALATON
(NCT04740905) trials are evaluating the efficacy
and safety of the drug in patients with macular
edema subsequent to retinal vein occlusion.
“The most exciting consideration is that we
now have a next-generation pharmacotherapy
that achieves what we know to be important
in the treatment process, namely, inhibition of
VEGFA, that also blocks a new cytokine, Ang2,” Wykoff concluded. “There is a tremendous
amount of preclinical data and strong clinical
rational implicating Ang-2 in the pathophysiology of exudative retinal diseases, including DME
and neovascular AMD. We now have a molecule
that can block both pathways. There is tremendous promise that patients can achieve optimal
outcomes with fewer injections over time.”
Charles Wykoff, MD, PhD
E: ccwmd@houstonretina.com

Wykoff is a consultant to and collaborates
in research with Genentech, Regeneron,
and Novartis.
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Eliminating nonadherence:
Leaving the glaucoma drops in the dust
Sophisticated options available for better treatment, lower treatment burden
By Lynda Charters;
Reviewed by Inder Paul Singh, MD

The glaucoma toolbox is expanding to include
laser, drug delivery systems, and minimally
invasive glaucoma surgery (MIGS). This allows
glaucoma specialists to tailor the treatment
options to their patients, according to Inder
Paul Singh, MD.
“The earlier the intervention, the higher
the target IOP, the less aggressive physicians
have to be,” said Singh, of The Eye Centers of
Racine & Kenosha in Wisconsin.
Patient adherence has historically been low
or nonexistent because of a number of factors,
and the reason for the advent of so many new
technologies in the subspecialty. “Patients are
basically [nonadherent],” he stated.
Considering this, Singh explained his newly
adopted philosophy. Glaucoma progression and
controlled glaucoma are defined by IOP, visual
fields, and the optic nerve, but he has added
quality of life to the mix. Patients with ocular
tearing, redness, and crusting are not adherent
and do not have controlled glaucoma.
His treatment regimen starts with selective
laser trabeculoplasty (SLT) as the first-line
therapy, followed by MIGS and laser or subconjunctival MIGS. He uses drug delivery and
medication as needed. The therapies can be
used when best for dealing with adherence.

SLT
Singh’s argument for using SLT as a first-line
therapy is that it is physiologic and helps to
address the actual pathology of the disease. He
cited the results of the LiGHT trial,1 in which
356 patients were treated with SLT and 362
received latanoprost eye drops. The respective
percentages that reached the target IOP were
95% and 93.1%; almost three-fourths of those
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treated with SLT did not need drops for 3
years after the laser treatment.
“No one in the SLT group progressed to needing incisional surgery, and 11 patients in the
[eye] drop group needed surgery,” Singh said.
“SLT was also more cost-effective [and] as a
first-line therapy makes sense. There is a better
response when SLT is the first-line treatment.”
Singh’s pearl for helping patients accept the
idea of undergoing SLT as their first glaucoma
therapy is to avoid using the word “laser.” Instead, he describes it as a “beam of light” that
enters the eye during an office-based procedure requiring about 1 minute. He explained
that the treatment excites the eye’s natural
draining ability to produce the release of
enzymes to rejuvenate the drain. Importantly,
the procedure is covered by insurance.

Drug delivery
In cases in which SLT alone is insufficient, drug
delivery can be the next step. Bimatoprost
SR (sustained-release; Durysta, Allergan) is a
biodegradable implant used to treat open-angle
glaucoma or ocular hypertension. The drug
is released over a minimum of 4 months and
relieves the need for drop instillation; in some
patients, the insert can last up to 2 years.
The insertion procedure is performed at the
slit lamp without the need for a speculum. The
patient is instructed to look at a fixation target
and the patient experience is similar to an IOP
measurement. The physician presses a button
to insert the implant and exits the eye.
As with SLT, the advantage for patients is
that the implant eliminates the need to instill
glaucoma drops for a minimum of 4 months
and longer. Additionally, the procedure is
covered by Medicare Part B.
Drug delivery can be used in patients with
adherence issues to treat any glaucoma type.
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MIGS
Surgeons have a number of MIGS options from
which to choose depending on the patient.
“The introduction of [the] MIGS procedure
has spawned a great deal of new research and
technology advancements,” Singh said.
Conventional outflow MIGS includes outflow
stents approved for use at the time of cataract
surgery (iStent inject, Glaukos; Hydrus Microstent, Alcon); MIGS that dilates the outflow
system that is approved for use with cataract
surgery and as a stand-alone procedure (iTrack/
ABiC, Ellex; Visco 360 Viscosurgical System/
Omni Surgical System, Sight Sciences); and
trabecular meshwork stripping or removal
(Kahook Dual Blade/Trabectome, New World
Medical; gonioscopy-assisted transluminal
trabeculectomy/Omni, Sight Sciences) for use
during cataract surgery and as a stand-alone.
“My advice to ophthalmologists is to
become familiar with the new treatments
and devices and pick one from each of the
categories,” Singh said “The view is key to any
MIGS procedure."
Mixing the MIGS procedures is an option.
For example, viscodilation and inserting a stent
simultaneously may be beneficial, especially
for patients taking multiple medications.
Inder Paul Singh, MD
E: inderspeak@gmail.com

This article is adapted from Singh’s presentation
at the virtual Real World Ophthalmology meeting.
Singh has no financial interest in this subject matter.
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Presbyopia: The newest subspecialty?
The future of this age-related condition is bright and in focus

Reviewed by Karolinne Maia Rocha, MD, PhD

The presbyopia landscape is crowded today with innovations to treat this condition,
including corneal procedures, pharmacologic
treatments, scleral procedures, and phakic and
intraocular (IOL) lenses, according to Karolinne
Maia Rocha, MD, PhD, director of cornea and
refractive surgery at the Medical University of
South Carolina in Charleston.

Corneal procedures
Procedures that are coming down the pike include focal denaturization of collagen fibers that
involves use of a femtosecond laser to change
the corneal refractive index (laser-induced
refractive index change).
Another option is lenticular intrastromal keratoplasty, which uses a precut, donor stromal
lenticule that is inserted either under a femtosecond flap or in a pocket.
Corneal inlays/onlays, presbyopic excimer
laser ablation profiles, and modified monovision
are also available.

Crystalline lens photodisruption
The femtosecond laser pulses may soften
the presbyopic crystalline lens and restore
accommodation.

Pharmacologic therapies
Small aperture optics or the pinhole effect can
be achieved by pupil modulation induced phar-
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macologically. This includes Liquid Vision eye
drops (Presbyopia Therapies), CSF-1 ophthalmic
solution (Orasis Pharmaceuticals), AGN-190584
(Vuity; Allergan), and FOV Tears (developed by
Colombian researcher Felipe Vejarano).
Rocha said she is excited by the prospect of a
smaller aperture can improve the depth of focus.
“A pinhole placed in front of the eye can
restrict the peripheral vision,” she said. “However, the advantage is that when the pinhole is
‘placed’ at the iris plane, the depth of focus is extended without restricting the peripheral vision.”
The so-called sweet spot regarding the size
of the natural pupil with constriction may be
a range 40% to 50% of the natural pupil size
to achieve extended depth of focus without compromising the distance vision, she said.
Evaluating this approach in the phase 3 GEMINI 1 clinical trial using AGN-190584 showed
that the study patients gained 3 lines of vision 6
hours after drop instillation at day 30. The peak
drug effect was at 1 hour after instillation, but
the change remained for up to 24 hours.
Other presbyopic approaches include
decreasing the lens stiffness, and restoring
lens elasticity with EV06 (Novartis) and Vision
Correction (NanoDrops) causes a change in the
refractive index.

Scleral procedures
The laser scleral microporation (LSMTM) procedure is performed in 4 quadrants for less than
8 seconds in each quadrant to uncross-link the
scleral myofibrils, thereby restoring the mechan-
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ical efficiency of the natural accommodative
mechanism and improving biomechanical
mobility to achieve accommodative power,
Rocha said.

Intraocular lenses
Several IOL designs are available to treat presbyopia at the time of lens surgery, ie, accommodative, extended-depth-of-focus, small aperture,
and multifocal IOLs.
In addition, another procedure, refractive
index shaping, will be able to modify monofocal
acrylic IOLs to address presbyopia.
“In the future, we will be able to use the
femtosecond laser for refractive index shaping,
in which [the] laser is applied to an acrylic IOL
that selectively changes the polarity and the
refractive index,” Rocha said. “This procedure
facilitates creation of 3-dimensional structures
within an IOL. This takes an acrylic monofocal
IOL to a multifocal IOL and vice versa.”
Rocha said she looks forward to a new level of
future patient simulation, whereby patients can
actually experience the real world through multifocal correction before IOLs are implanted or
contact lenses are fitted to facilitate the optimal
correction for them.
Karolinne Maia Rocha, MD, PhD
E: karolinnemaia@gmail.com

This article is adapted from Rocha’s presentation at
the virtual Real World Ophthalmology meeting. She is
a consultant to J&J Vision, Bausch + Lomb, Allergan,
Alcon, OysterPoint, LaserACE, Dompe, and Carl Zeiss
Meditec.
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Genetic testing:

Key to identifying keratoconus suspects
Investigators find that eye disease is more prevalent than first thought
By Lynda Charters;
Reviewed by William Trattler, MD

Keratoconus has been thought to be a rare
corneal disorder, but it actually occurs frequently. The prevalence rates worldwide range from
0.05% in the US to a startling 4.79% in Saudi
Arabia, with India, Israel, and Iran having prevalence rates averaging 2.4%.
These frequencies suggest patients with
keratoconus may be presenting in clinic and
that ophthalmologists should be aware of this,
according to William Trattler, MD, from the Center for Excellence in Eye Care in Miami, Florida.

Late to the party
A problem with keratoconus is that it is often
identified late. Slit-lamp examinations can look
normal in patients with mild disease, and the
signs appear only once the disease has progressed to the moderate to severe stages.

“A challenge is that patients can often see
reasonably well even with some irregular astigmatism that is present in early keratoconus,”
Trattler pointed out. “Patients can have 20/20
uncorrected visual acuity, despite the presence
of keratoconus, which is why they are diagnosed late. Significant corneal shape changes
can develop before significant vision loss.”
Trattler suggested performing more topographic screening if there is even a slight
suspicion of keratoconus.

Genetics of keratoconus
A series of susceptibility genes have been
linked with the disease—with more than 2000
polymorphisms in more than 75 genes or loci.
A new FDA-approved test has become
available from Avellino Lab USA, Inc that evaluates more than 2000 variants in the 75 genes
associated with keratoconus. The test uses an
integrative weighted scoring model to calculate

CASE PRESENTATION: 26-YEAR-OLD WOMAN
Interested in refractive surgery:

the degree of keratoconic risk for a patient. The
test was evaluated in a cohort of 547 patients
with keratoconus and 274 controls.

Keratoconus suspect
Trattler described the case of a 26-year-old
woman with almost –6 D of myopia with +1.25
D of astigmatism in the right eye and +0.5 D
in the left eye. The patient had expressed an
interest in undergoing refractive surgery.
He pointed out that the topography was
slightly suspicious with some mild inferior
steepening bilaterally. The corneal thicknesses
were 516 μm and 514 μm in the right and left
eyes, respectively, and the K value was 44.
Trattler considered her a keratoconus suspect
without obvious disease. The percentage thickness increase was slightly abnormal bilaterally
and the Belin-Ambrósio enhanced ectasia total
deviation index scores were borderline.
Genetic testing scores can range from 0 indicating low genetic risk to 100 indicating high
genetic risk, and this patient showed a score of
4, indicating a low risk for keratoconus.
“Because of this genetic test, I felt comfortable offering her laser vision correction (PRK)
because of the low-risk score,” he said.
Trattler said keratoconus is a progressive disease that is more common than once thought.
“Ophthalmologists should identify keratoconus before the patient undergoes corneal
refractive surgery early in the disease course,”
he said. “Genetic testing also can be useful for
family members of patients with keratoconus
and for LASIK candidates.”
William Trattler, MD
E: wtrattler@gmail.com

The case of a patient who presented with almost -6 D of myopia.
(Image courtesy of William Trattler, MD)
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This article is adapted from Trattler’s presentation at
the virtual Real World Ophthalmology meeting. He
reported a financial interest in Avedro/Glaukos and
CXLO and is a speaker for Oculus.
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TOP 5 PREDICTIONS

IN OPHTHALMOLOGY FOR 2022
COVID-19 and its variants are likely to continue to affect practices
By Joshua Mali, MD; Special to Ophthalmology Times®

With the FDA’s approval of
faricimab, the first quarter of
2022 is off to a fast start, and
it is already shaking out to be
a year with unprecedented
technological advancements
and continued challenges.
Joshua Mali, MD
Looking forward to the remainder of the year, Joshua Mali, MD, offers
his top 5 predictions in ophthalmology
for 2022.

1
visivasnc, olliethedesigner @stock.adobe.com

COVID-19 and its variants will
continue to dominate the headlines
in 2022, but potential gamechanging progress will be made in the
realm of therapeutics.
It is obvious that COVID-19 and its variants
will likely continue to be the dominant story into 2022. Whether
it is identifying new variants,
such as Omicron, or battling regional case surges,
it seems this virus will
continue to invade
nearly every facet
of society. However,
I am confident that
2022 will deliver
game-changing

OphthalmologyTimes.com

therapeutics to combat this virus, specifically
from an unsuspecting pharmaceutical company. In particular, I have my eye on Sorrento
Therapeutics, a small biotech company, as it
has rapidly developed a tremendous pipeline
of promising COVID-19 antibody treatments,
vaccine candidates with unique mechanism
of action, and diagnostic tests that could hold
the key to next generational management
and potential cure of this disease.

2

Susvimo will be the biggest
innovation in wet agerelated macular degeneration
management since 2006.

Since the approval of ranibizumab (Lucentis)
in 2006, we have not had such an impressive innovation in exudative age-related
macular degeneration (AMD) management
and sustained drug delivery until now, with
the recent FDA approval of Susvimo (formerly known as port delivery system with
ranibizumab). Genentech delivers significant optimism by providing a revolutionary
sustained drug delivery system to relieve
patient intravitreal injection burden through
unprecedented durability with the potential
of 6-month in-office refills while providing
robust visual gains.1 Additionally, don’t forget
about the recent approval of faricimab, the
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first bispecific antibody designed for intraocular use. Faricimab can simultaneously
bind and neutralize Ang-2 and VEGFA, which
appears to be a very effective treatment for
wet AMD and diabetic macular edema, with
the potential of 16-week dosing. Genentech
has been an incredibly dynamic company
that has produced innovations that will be
game-changers in the retina therapeutic
space not only for 2022 but for years to come.

Faricimab can simultaneously bind
and neutralize Ang-2 and VEGFA,
which appears to be a very effective
treatment for wed AMD and
diabetic macular edema.

3

Retinal gene therapy for
inherited retinal diseases will
make a leap forward.

I believe 2022 will be a critical year for data
readouts in ophthalmological clinical trials, especially the ocular gene therapy space, where
there are several exciting therapeutic agents
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end point, the pooled analysis was solid, and
I strongly believe the data support eventual
FDA approval. Not too far behind is Iveric Bio
and its C5 inhibitor, avacincaptad pegol (Zimura), which appears to be very promising,
and I predict it will have extremely positive
interim data in 2022 from their current clinical trial. These 2 agents will usher in a new
era in the treatment of GA, giving hope and
optimism to patients who desperately need it.

on the horizon. One of the biotech companies
I believe will achieve tremendous success in
2022 is Applied Genetic Technologies Corporation (AGTC). Their retinal gene therapy candidates for both achromatopsia and X-linked
retinitis pigmentosa are impressive and will
likely yield additional positive data in 2022,
eventually leading to FDA approval of their
first-in-class treatments for these debilitating
inherited retinal diseases. AGTC is a company
to watch in 2022 and is showing it is a leader
in the field of ophthalmic gene therapy.

4

5

Geographic atrophy will have an
approved treatment in 2022.

The power of knowledge and the ability to
distribute information across multiple diverse
platforms cannot be understated, especially
in medicine. Ophthalmology has seen an
incredible evolution of media platforms,
originating with a limited number of scientific
journals, giving way to regular periodicals
with fascinating articles about cutting-edge
ophthalmic technology and practical treatments, and further supplemented more
recently by online/social media channels,
such as podcasts, to discuss current topics
and advance the field of ophthalmology in

Geographic atrophy (GA) has been the
final frontier in retina medicine. Although
there are currently no FDA-approved treatments for GA/dry AMD that will change in
2022, Apellis Pharmaceuticals’ FDA-submitted C3-targeted therapy, pegcetacoplan (Empaveli), has been designed to regulate excessive activation of the complement cascade,
which can lead to the onset and progression
of many serious diseases, including GA.
Despite mixed results, with only 1 of their
phase 3 clinical trials achieving their primary

“

Ophthalmic media platforms
will continue to diversify and
demonstrate importance.

real time. The constant exchange and flow
of ideas and knowledge is the lifeblood of
our profession and will continue to thrive
successfully through both traditional media
methods and modern modes of delivery. 2022
will likely see continued expansion of these
platforms, and I am truly honored to be a
part of this renaissance age in medical media
as a regular author and contributor to these
periodicals, serving on multiple editorial
boards, being featured as the medical expert
in television and films, and even hosting my
own podcast, Eye Care Insider.
2022 is shaping up to be an amazing year,
and I look forward to keeping you updated
throughout 2022 and beyond.
Joshua Mali, MD
E: malienterprisesglobal@gmail.com

Mali is a board-certified ophthalmologist and
award-winning vitreoretinal surgeon at The Eye
Associates, a private multispecialty ophthalmology
practice in Sarasota, Florida. He is also the founder
and CEO of Mali Enterprises. Mali’s relevant financial disclosures include the following: Genentech/
Roche (consultant, speaker), Sorrento Therapeutics
(Nasdaq: SRNE) equity stock shareholder, and Applied Genetic Technologies Corporation (Nasdaq:
AGTC) equity stock shareholder.

Ophthalmology has
seen an incredible
evolution of media

platforms to discuss
current topics and
advance the field of

”

real time.
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Using a budget to boost practice performance
A regularly reviewed spending plan sparks discussions between physician, staff
By Todd Shryock

For many small practices, creating a budget is
an annual exercise that culminates in a binder
that sits on the shelf and collects dust for the
remainder of the year. But experts say practices
that don’t develop and regularly review a budget are missing out on a tool that can provide
warning signs of financial trouble and fraud,
and help to make large purchases less disruptive to cash flow.
“If you think of a practice as a living body,
the budget is like a vaccine,” said Rick Gundling, CMA, senior vice president for healthcare
financial practices for the Healthcare Financial
Management Association. “Having one doesn’t
mean your practice’s health won’t go off track,
but the risks are minimized.”
A solid, regularly reviewed budget sparks
conversations between the physician and staff
about potential trouble spots within the practice, and can keep physicians informed instead
of surprised, and able to take action before an
issue becomes a problem.
Janet Burns, business manager for University
Family Medicine Center, a two-physician primary care practice in Orlando, Florida, said the
need for budgeting and watching overhead is
not always obvious to physicians, because they
do not understand the value they get from it.
“By looking at monthly numbers, I am able
to find things that are happening that I otherwise would not be aware of,” she added.

Creating a better budget
An effective budget does not have to be complicated, but should be designed to match the
management style of the physician, or else it
won’t be effective experts say.
Doctors who prefer high-level overviews with
minimal details of the business should work
from budgets with those same traits. Doctors
who are detail-oriented may be interested in a
budget with more line items that show expenses in greater detail, according to Cindy Nyberg,
CPA, CMPE, chief financial officer and strategic
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planning consultant for Fulcrum Strategies,
a physician consulting firm in Raleigh, North
Carolina. For example, medical supplies could
be one broad category, or broken down into
specific subcategories for greater detail.
“I always caution physicians to keep it as
simple as possible,” said Nick Fabrizio, PhD,
FACMPE, principal at the Medical Group Management Association. “Come up with a simple
process you can use that monitors revenue and
expenses. It’s OK to forget things when you
start. It’s better to do that than to create an elaborate budget with 50 line items that is too difficult to understand and becomes this big, scary
thing that no one wants to touch.” Detail may
be great, but keep in mind that more detail also
requires more staff time to track, he adds.
The best approach is to find what works,
experts say. The first step in creating a budget is
to look at revenue and payer mix, Nyberg says.
This will not only establish a starting point, but
offer insight into creating growth.
“You can’t just say you’re going to increase
revenue 10% next year,” she noted. “If you are
50% Medicare, revenue is pretty much flat.”
Once revenue is established in the budget,
Nyberg suggests organizing and dividing
expenses into categories like supporting
staff compensation and benefits, occupancy,
furniture, equipment and medical expenses,
miscellaneous, midlevel-provider and physicians expenses. These broad categories make
a budget much easier to understand, and if
variances occur, information can be gathered
at that time to provide more detail to give the
physician a better idea of what is driving the
change.
Communicate to the staff which expenses go
in each category, because they may not always
be obvious, Nyberg explained. Some staff
members may be involved in the budget-creation process, but who is included is largely a
level of job function and physician comfort with
sharing financial details.
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Using a budget to improve a practice
Once a budget is created, it must be reviewed
at least monthly to be useful, experts add.
Gundling noted that physicians should look
for trends—compare the numbers to the prior
month and to the same month from the year
prior. If a particular category is much higher or
lower than it was, start asking questions.
“Once you understand the variance, then
you can start formulating what to do,” added
Gundling. “The budget causes you to ask the
‘what’ and the ‘why’ questions. It gives you
more impetus to dig deep.”
If, for example, supplies are costing more
than in the past, maybe a contract or supplier
review is in order. If nothing can be done about
the increase, then maybe money needs to be
taken elsewhere from the budget to make up
the difference and protect cash flow.
Fabrizio recommended looking at actual dollar amounts and not just percentage increases
or decreases when reviewing. “While 2% in one
category may be $100, in others it might be
$1000,” he said. “If that extra $1000 expense
goes on for 10 months, you might have paid out
$10,000 before you realize it.”
Nyberg worked with a practice that was
sending patients out for MRIs. The physicians
thought getting their own MRI machine would
be a good investment to help keep the money
in house, but a budget analysis showed that
with 53% of their payer mix in Medicare and
with the correspondingly small reimbursements, the machine would never pay for itself.
When a budget is done correctly and regularly reviewed, it can offer many beneficial
insights into the financial health—present and
future—of a practice.
FROM THE PAGES OF
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M

acular edema is the primary cause of vision loss in uveitis
and results in visual impairment in approximately 30%
of patients with uveitis.1 The prognosis of uveitic macular
edema (UME) is determined by the type of uveitis and its
duration and etiology. Because UME can result in vision loss, early treatment is essential.2 Here are 3 things you should know about UME.

1

Inﬂammation is the key factor
in the development of UME.

Breakdown of the inner, outer or both blood-retinal
barriers (BRBs) leads to fluid accumulation and thickening of the macula, known as macular edema.3 Inflammation-related
mediators, including vascular endothelium growth factor, tumor necrosis
factor (TNF)-α and interleukins, contribute to inner BRB breakdown,
and outer BRB breakdown can result from inflammation-related damage
to the choriocapillaris, choroid or sclera.3
Macular edema

Macula

Ocular inﬂammation
leads to breakdown
of the blood-retinal
barrier and subsequent
macular edema.
Uveitis can be classified as anterior, intermediate, posterior or panuveitis depending on the affected anatomic location, and macular edema can
be a complication of all types.3,4 Anterior uveitis is the most common and
affects the anterior chamber and iris.3 Intermediate uveitis develops in the
vitreous, posterior uveitis impacts the retina or choroid, and panuveitis
affects all areas.
Uveitis and subsequent UME can develop from infectious sources
and noninfectious systemic diseases that cause inflammation. Possible
infectious etiologies are herpes virus infection, toxoplasmosis, syphilis and
Lyme disease.1 Noninfectious diseases associated with uveitis include HLA
B27–positive uveitis, juvenile idiopathic arthritis, sarcoidosis, multiple
sclerosis and Behçet disease.3
Diagnosis of UME is based on patient history, exam and imaging tools
such as optical coherence tomography (OCT) and fluorescein angiography
(FA).4 OCT can quantify macular thickness as central subfield thickness (CST), and FA is helpful for evaluating BRB integrity and degree of
inflammation.3 Ruling out infectious causes is essential to the differential
diagnosis, because immunosuppressive treatment aimed at inflammation
may worsen active infections.3

2
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cause unwanted adverse effects, such as Cushing syndrome, hyperglycemia, dyslipidemia and fluid retention.1 Therefore, corticosteroids can
be administered locally via topical drops, intravitreal (IVT) implants, or
periocular, IVT or suprachoroidal injections.6
The use of topical corticosteroids typically leads to low medication
delivery to the posterior portion of the eye, and these agents are generally
only used for anterior uveitis.6 Periocular and IVT injections are effective
but short-acting and associated with increased intraocular pressure (IOP)
and cataracts.1 Commonly used periocular steroids are methylprednisolone
and triamcinolone acetonide (TA), the latter of which is also used in IVT
injections.5 IVT implants have a longer duration of action than injections
but still retain an elevated risk of increased IOP and cataracts.6
The MUST trial evaluated systemic prednisone with immunosuppression if indicated versus IVT fluocinolone acetonide 0.59-mg implant
for the treatment of intermediate or posterior uveitis or panuveitis.7
Both groups had significant improvement in best-corrected visual acuity
(BCVA), but more patients in the implant group developed glaucoma at
24 months than in the systemic group (hazard ratio, 4.2; P = .001). The implant was also associated with a higher cumulative
24-month risk of cataracts and cataract surgery.
The POINT trial compared periocular TA, IVT
Periocular
TA, and IVT dexamethasone implant in patients
and
with UME.8 All groups showed clinical improveintravitreal
ments in CST at 8 weeks. However, intravitreal
delivery of
TA and the dexamethasone implant were associcorticosteroids
ated with significantly greater reductions of CST
can lead to
compared with periocular TA (P < .0001) and
elevations
were associated with superior UME resolution and
in IOP.
improvements in VA from baseline (P < .004). The
risk of having IOP above 24 mm Hg was greater in
the IVT groups compared with the periocular group, but the risk was not
different between IVT groups.

3

Emerging treatments for UME
include suprachoroidal injections
and immunomodulators.

Suprachoroidal injections are a novel method of drug
delivery aimed at increasing drug levels in the posterior segment tissues
to increase efficacy while reducing local adverse effects, such as increased
IOP and cataracts.6 These injections are administered in the potential
space between the choroid and sclera to avoid undesirable exposure of
these medications to the anterior chamber structures.
Sclera
Choroid

Local corticosteroids are effective
but have potential risks.
Noninfectious UME is often treated with corticosteroids.5 Systemic corticosteroids have the potential to

The PEACHTREE study was a randomized, double-masked, phase 3
multicenter clinical trial that evaluated the efficacy and safety of supracho-
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roidal TA for noninfectious UME.9 The primary outcome measure was improvement from baseline of 15
or more Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study
letters in BCVA at 24 weeks. In the treatment arm,
47% of patients met the primary outcome compared
with 16% in the sham treatment group (P < .001). IOP
elevation occurred in 11.5% of patients in the treatment group versus 15.6% in the control group, with
comparable cataract adverse event rates. The MAGNOLIA study extended PEACHTREE by an additional
24 weeks of efficacy and safety data and found that half

of patients receiving suprachoroidal TA did not need
rescue therapy for up to 9 months after injection.10
Systemic immunomodulators are emerging as
corticosteroid-sparing treatments for chronic, bilateral UME. The monoclonal anti–TNF α antibodies
infliximab and adalimumab have both demonstrated
efficacy in treating uveitis and UME when used systemically.11 A retrospective review found no significant
differences in CST or BCVA improvement between
patients using either of these agents.12 Adalimumab is
approved by the United States Food and Drug Admin-

istration for treatment of noninfectious intermediate
and posterior uveitis and panuveitis and is well-tolerated.13 However, these biologic agents are often used
in consultation with a rheumatologist and require
monitoring for injection site reactions and screening
for a history of demyelination and latent tuberculosis.11
Etanercept, another anti–TNF α agent, is associated
with an elevated risk of ocular inflammation and is not
recommended for uveitis.14
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7. Kempen JH, Altaweel MM, Holbrook JT, et al; Multicenter Uveitis Steroid Treatment (MUST) Trial Research Group. Randomized comparison of systemic anti-inﬂammatory therapy versus ﬂuocinolone acetonide
implant for intermediate, posterior, and panuveitis: the multicenter uveitis steroid treatment trial. Ophthalmology. 2011;118(10):1916-1926. doi:10.1016/j.ophtha.2011.07.027
9. Yeh S, Khurana RN, Shah M, et al; Peachtree Study Investigators. Efﬁcacy and safety of suprachoroidal CLS-TA for macular edema secondary to noninfectious uveitis: phase 3 randomized trial. Ophthalmology.
2020;127(7):948-955. doi:10.1016/j.ophtha.2020.01.006
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CME POST-TEST QUESTIONS

Claim Your CME Credit at:
gotoper.com/go/cpc21ume-post

1 Which of the following is a true statement regarding the etiology of uveitic macular edema (UME)?
C. UME can result from all types of uveitis.
D. Macular edema is a rare complication of noninfectious uveitis.

A. UME cannot result from anterior uveitis.
B. UME involves breakdown of the inner, but not outer, bloodretinal barrier.

2 In the MUST trial comparing surgical ﬂuocinolone acetonide implant (0.59 mg) versus systemic prednisone plus corticosteroid-sparing immunosuppression
as indicated, which of the following statements about adverse events is true?
A. A signiﬁcantly higher rate of cataract surgery occurred in the
systemic therapy group.
B. A signiﬁcantly higher rate of glaucoma occurred in the systemic
therapy group.

C. No adverse events were associated with systemic
immunosuppression.
D. Signiﬁcantly higher rates of cataract surgery and glaucoma
occurred in the implant group.

3 A 55-year-old White female patient presents with noninfectious bilateral intermediate uveitis, with macular edema in her left eye (central subﬁeld thickness
[CST], 442 µm) despite 4 weeks of oral corticosteroid therapy.

When determining local corticosteroid treatment for this patient, what is an outcome to consider from the PEACHTREE trial of suprachoroidal
triamcinolone acetonide?
C. The treatment was associated with signiﬁcantly greater reduction
in CST but not a greater rate of BCVA gain.
D. The treatment and sham groups had the same level of elevated
intraocular pressure associated with corticosteroid therapy.

A. The treatment was associated with signiﬁcantly higher rate of
best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) gain of 15 or more letters.
B. The treatment and sham groups had similar reductions in CST.

To learn more about this topic, including information
on optimizing treatment for uveitic macular edema,
go to gotoper.com/go/cpc21ume
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A

t the Ophthalmology Times® EyeCon 2021 conference, expert
faculty provided updates on treating prevalent and unusual
ocular conditions. Here are 3 things you should know about
emerging developments in the management of diabetic macular edema (DME), glaucoma and presbyopia.

1

Treatment frequency remains
an unmet need in DME.

DME is the leading cause of blindness in patients with
diabetes, and treatment is essential to preserve visual
function.1 Anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) intravitreal injections are generally considered the therapy of choice, but determining optimal treatment frequency remains a challenge.2 Commonly
used anti-VEGF medications include aflibercept, off-label bevacizumab
and ranibizumab.3
In a comparative trial evaluating these agents, monthly dosing was
initiated, but fewer injections were required during the second year.3,4
Over the 2-year study period, the median number of injections ranged
from 15 to 16. Treat-and-extend intervals have now been developed, in
which monthly injections are given until maximal clinical response is
seen, then the intervals between injections are increased based on
patient factors.5
In real-world settings, patients are receiving as few as 3 to 7 injections yearly, resulting in inferior visual outcomes compared with patients
in randomized clinical trials.2 A retrospective study of 28,658 treatment-naïve eyes found that a higher number of anti-VEGF injections
was linearly associated with better 1-year vision
outcomes in DME.2 However, fewer than 20%
of patients received 10 to 13 injections,
which averages to monthly treatment.
At the Association for Research in
Patients with DME
Vision and Ophthalmology Virtual
are not receiving an
Meeting in 2021, topline data of the
adequate number of
phase 3 YOSEMITE and RHINE
faricimab trials were presented.6
injections with
These studies compared faricimab—a
anti-VEGF therapy.
bispecific intraocular antibody targeting
angiopoietin-2 and VEGF—either every
8 weeks or with a personalized treatment
interval up to every 16 weeks versus
aflibercept every 8 weeks in patients
with DME. The primary end point was mean change in best-corrected
visual acuity (BCVA) from baseline. Both faricimab treatment arms were
noninferior to the aflibercept arm in BCVA gains, and more than 70%
of patients treated with faricimab achieved and maintained a 12-week or
longer dosing interval at week 52. Rates of adverse events were low, and
no cases of vasculitis or occlusive retinitis were documented.6

2

Adherence
barriers
Medication
adverse effects

Medication
dosing

Topical administration is also associated with limited penetration
and bioavailability at the site of action, with only 1% to 7% of the drug
reaching the aqueous humor.9,10 In addition, the tear film washes away
most topical eye drops within 15 to 30 seconds after application.9
The bimatoprost sustained-release implant is intended to
continuously release the prostaglandin analog over 3 to 4 months.11
The phase 3 ARTEMIS 1 trial compared 2 implant doses administered
on day 1 and weeks 16 and 32 with topical timolol maleate given twice
daily in patients with open-angle glaucoma or ocular hypertension.11
The primary end points included IOP and IOP change from baseline
through week 12; both implant strengths were noninferior to timolol.
Additionally, after 3 doses, the likelihood of not requiring rescue
treatment for 1 year was 82% in patients receiving the 10-μg implant
(which was ultimately the dosage that received United States Food and
Drug Administration approval).

3

Presbyopia management
is taking new directions.

Presbyopia is caused by the inability of the lens to accommodate due to rigidity and other anatomic factors,
resulting in decreased near visual acuity.12 Presbyopia negatively impacts
quality of life through limitations with reading and ability to see fine
details.13 Glasses, contact lenses and surgical management of presbyopia
have been the standards of treatment, but many patients do not like to
rely on reading spectacles, and multifocal glasses and monovision have
been associated with falls.14
Scleral procedures are emerging surgical strategies aimed at restoring true accommodation.15 Scleral implants, which increase tension of
the zonular fibers by increasing the space between the ciliary muscle
and sclera, are undergoing clinical trials but have risks such as implant
displacement.
Laser scleral microporation is a new scleral procedure in early studies.16 Creating a series of micropores in the sclera is thought to increase
pliability and improve accommodation efficiency. An early study of 8

New/Emerging Options
in Presbyopia Treatment

Patient, anatomic factors
limit effectiveness of topical
glaucoma therapy.

Although topical intraocular pressure (IOP)-lowering
therapies are the first-line treatment for glaucoma, nonadherence is
common and linked to worse visual outcomes.7 Adherence barriers include patient-related factors such as forgetfulness and medication-related
factors such as adverse effects and dosing schedules.8
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eyes demonstrated significant changes in binocular
distance-corrected intermediate visual acuity in
patients undergoing this procedure.17
Pilocarpine 1.25% is the first FDA-approved
pharmacologic therapy for presbyopia; its mechanism
of action is to create a pinhole effect to increase near
visual acuity. Approval was based on the phase 3

GEMINI-1 and -2 trials.18 In both studies, pilocarpine
met the primary end point (gain of 3 or more lines
of distance-corrected near visual acuity without loss
of more than 1 line corrected distance visual acuity
within 3 hours of administration after 30 days versus
control). Headache and eye redness were the most
common adverse events, and no serious adverse

events were reported.
Other pharmacologic agents in development aim
to restore accommodation by targeting lens stiffness and elevated lens disulfide content.13 UNR844,
containing lipoic acid choline ester 1.5%, reduces the
disulfide bonds between lens proteins and increases
lens refractive power.19 An early trial is ongoing.20

KEY REFERENCES
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1-7, 2021; Virtual. MEDICALLY website. Accessed December 22, 2021. https://medically.gene.com/global/en/unrestricted/ophthalmology/ARVO-2021/arvo-2021-presentation-wells-efﬁcacy-durability-and-sa.html
11. Medeiros FA, Walters TR, Kolko M, et al; ARTEMIS 1 Study Group. Phase 3, randomized, 20-month study of bimatoprost implant in open-angle glaucoma and ocular hypertension (ARTEMIS 1). Ophthalmology.
2020;127(12):1627-1641. doi:10.1016/j.ophtha.2020.06.018
18. U.S. Food and Drug Administration approves VUITY (pilocarpine HCI ophthalmic solution) 1.25%, the ﬁrst and only eye drop to treat presbyopia (age-related blurry near vision). News release. PR Newswire. October
29, 2021. Accessed December 23, 2021. https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/us-food-and-drug-administration-approves-vuity-pilocarpine-hci-ophthalmic-solution-1-25-the-ﬁrst-and-only-eye-drop-to-treatpresbyopia-age-related-blurry-near-vision-301412259.html
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1 Which of the following accurately describes an outcome of the YOSEMITE/RHINE studies of faricimab?
A. Faricimab and aﬂibercept were associated with a similar degree of intraretinal ﬂuid through week 56.
B. Faricimab, given every 8 weeks or in personalized treatment intervals (PTI) up to every 16 weeks, was noninferior to aﬂibercept for change in
best corrected visual acuity.
C. A small number of patients achieved PTI dosing of every 12 weeks or longer at year 1.
D. Faricimab was associated with a higher number of cases of occlusive retinitis.

2 In the phase 3 ARTEMIS-1 trial, which of the following efﬁcacy outcomes was seen with the bimatoprost sustained-release implant, which was compared
with topical timolol maleate in patients with open-angle glaucoma or ocular hypertension?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Similar intraocular pressure (IOP) reduction at 12 weeks vs timolol
An 82% chance of going approximately 1 year after the third treatment without needing rescue treatment
Less IOP reduction at 12 weeks vs timolol
A 12% chance of going approximately 1 year after the third treatment without needing rescue treatment

3 In the phase three GEMINI-1 and -2 trials, which of the following efﬁcacy outcomes was seen with topical pilocarpine 1.25%, which was compared with
vehicle in patients with presbyopia?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Superior gain of at least 3 lines of mesopic distance-corrected near visual acuity (DCNVA) vs vehicle at 3 hours after administration on day 30.
Twelve hours of DCNVA improvement when administered at 8 PM.
A moderately higher risk of IOP increase with the agent vs vehicle.
Signiﬁcant improvement in DCNVA but with a loss of more than 5 letters of mesopic, high contrast, binocular distance-corrected visual acuity

To learn more about this topic, including expert perspectives on
managing patients with diabetic macular edema, glaucoma and
presbyopia, go to gotoper.com/go/3tysk-oph-act
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THE PRE-LESION—WHERE COMPLEMENT
OVERACTIVATION IS CAUSING THE NEXT WAVE
OF DESTRUCTION IN GEOGRAPHIC ATROPHY1,2
This is where you’ll find C3, the linchpin of complement overactivation in the growth of GA lesions
C3 is where all three complement pathways converge, driving multiple damaging downstream effects—
inflammation, opsonization, and formation of the membrane attack complex. All of this can lead to
permanent retinal cell death in the pre-lesion, which is where your patients have the most to save.2-9
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